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The new Wolf Law Library was completed in summer 2007. With 540 seats, 2 reading rooms, 12 group 
study rooms, and 6 lounges {including one with billiards and table tennis), the library provides an 
elegant and comfortable state-of-the-art center for research, instruction, individual and group study, and 
social interaction. 
Photo by Chris Cunningham 
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MESSAGE FROM THE DEAN 
Dear Graduates and Friends: 
The message I bring today is one of vibrancy and change. 
Taylor Reveley answered the call to serve as interim president in February 
2008 and was sworn in as William & Mary's 27th president this past September. 
In remarks at his inauguration, he said that he would do "his level best to make a 
serious difference for the better." This is a promise I know our former dean will keep. 
While it was difficult for me to see him go, Taylor truly bettered Marshall-Wythe 
on all fronts during his decade with us. He was dedicated to rekindling pride in the 
Law School's unique history and labored long and hard to place Marshall-Wythe 
on sure footing. 
This has been a remarkable time for the School — and for me. We officially 
celebrated the dedication of our award-winning Wolf Law Library in December. 
The Annual Fund topped $1.3 million for the second year in a row. Our talented 
faculty grew by three new members, Professors Timothy Zick, Larry Palmer, and 
Patty Roberts. The Class of 2011 was chosen from 4,585 applicants, a record for 
the Law School and an increase of almost eight percent from the previous year 
despite a nationwide decline. I have been given the opportunity to reconnect with 
almost 30 years of former students. What a fantastic experience! 
The Law School truly is grateful for your support. To quote our former dean, 
you have made "a serious difference for the better." I trust you will find abundant 
good news in the following pages. 
Cordially, 
Lynda L. Butler 
Interim Dean and Chancellor Professor of Law 
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DEDICATION OF THE WOLF LAW LIBRARY 
SBA President Sarah Fulton '08, Dixie and Hank Wolf, and Wolf Law Library Director Jim Heller 
at the ribbon-cutting ceremony. 
Photo by Gretchen Bedell 
On December 6, 2007, more than 250 well-wishers gathered at the Law School 
to welcome, as Law School Dean Taylor Reveley told the assemblage, "our marvel-
ous new Wolf Law Library ... into the 'family' of the country's oldest law school." 
College President Gene R. Nichol, College Rector Michael Powell, and members 
of the William & Mary Board of Visitors joined the Law School community for 
the celebration. 
The new library was completed over the summer of 2007, on schedule and 
slightly under its budget. During the two-year construction phase, the 1980 facil-
ity underwent a floor-to-ceiling renovation and new space was added. The new 
library totals 57,100 net square feet, a 56 percent increase in size from the old 
library. The project was the beneficiary of a naming gift from Hank and Dixie 
Wolf. Hank Wolf, B.A. '64, J.D. '66, serves as Vice Rector of the College's Board 
of Visitors. He retired in 2007 as Vice Chairman and Chief Financial Officer of 
Norfolk Southern Corporation. 
In his remarks, Reveley reminded the audience of the history of the law library 
at William & Mary. In its early days it had no permanent home, "always moving 
from pillar to post." The building of the "new" law library on South Henry Street 
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in 1980, he noted, was one of Dean Spong's many achievements. However, all too 
soon, ABA accreditors began to criticize the library as "too small and too techno-
logically primitive" for a law school growing steadily in size and scope. With a nod 
to the spacious and graciously appointed environs of the new law library, Reveley 
said, "I think to the 'hounds' of the accrediting process we can now say: Behold, 
and be gone!" 
Reveley hailed the private donors and foundations as the project's "staff of 
life." Among them, he said, the Gladys and Franklin Clark Foundation made a 
million dollar gift, the first seven-figure gift in the Law School's history. The Dean 
noted the galvanizing effect on fundraising efforts made by the financial support 
given by Hank and Dixie Wolf, enhanced further by gifts from Norfolk Southern 
and from the couple's friends at the company. Contributions from Nicholas St. 
George, B.A. '60, B.C.L. '65, and Ernest W. Goodrich, and entities such as the 
Beazley Foundation in memory of Chief Justice l'Anson, also played important 
roles. There were many others, he said, that played roles "in smaller but cherished 
ways as well." He said later that the Class of 2007 deserved special thanks as they 
graduated too soon to enjoy the new library, but had suffered through the hard-
ships of its construction. "I thanked them at graduation and hailed them as the 
`Construction Class'," he said, "I thank them again now." 
Hank Wolf said that his wife Dixie needed to be given the greater share of credit 
for the family's gift. "Dixie taught me a very, very important lesson in life ... that 
there is great joy in giving. That is something that I didn't really understand as a 
young man but with the help of my wife over the years I've learned that lesson." 
"The one thought that I would like to leave with everyone is that the foundation 
of our lives was really laid here, at the oldest law school in America," he said. "We 
were able to walk a path that someone else had cleared for us ... To the extent that 
we are able to do something to make someone else's life a little bit better or a little 
bit easier is an important thing to do. I hope in the years ahead — particularly for 
the young people here who are going to have the opportunity to enjoy this library 
— that you will also have an opportunity to do something to make someone else's 
life a little easier. I hope you will seize that opportunity because it is really a joy 
and a blessing." 
— Jaime Welch-Donahue 
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ALUMNI 
Sarah Fulton '08, at left, and Jennifer Case '09 at the close of graduation, following the symbolic passing of the 
Law School mace from the outgoing Student Bar Association president to the new SBA president. 
Photo by Colonial Photography 
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2008 ALUMNI PROFILE 
Who we are... 	 Before 1960 
1960-69 
Number of Living Alumni = 6,867 	 2000-08 
1970-79 
Class Years 	 Number 	 Percent 
of Alumni 	 of Total 	 4% 
Before 1960 108 2% 
1960-1969 310 4% 
1970-1979 1168 17% 
1980-1989 1628 24% 
1990-1999 1898 28% 
2000-2008 1755 25% 
Where We Live...By Region 
Southeast (excluding DC) 40% 
Greater DC 22% 
Northeast 20% 1980-89 
Southwest/West 10% 1990-99 
Midwest 6% 
Other Countries 2% 
Selected Cities — Number of Alumni 
Greater DC 1,432 
Hampton Roads 882 
Richmond 622 
New York City 178 
Philadelphia 163 
Atlanta 122 
Baltimore/Annapolis 110 
Boston 80 
Chicago 80 
Seattle 71 	  
Dallas 58 
Altogether, there are Marshall --Wythe alumni in... 
50 states, the District of Columbia and 40 other countries 
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Class of 2008 members, from left, 
Kathryn Codd, Wesley Allen, Sarah 
Landres and Jennie Cordis joined 
classmates in presenting their class gift 
to Dean Butler during reunion weekend. 
Friday night's reception drew 
numerous alumni and their guests, 
including, from left, Stephen 
P Carney '80, Judge Tommy E. 
Miller '73, Betsy Anderson and 
Alvin P Anderson '72. 
The family picnic is 
an annual favorite. On 
hand were, from left, 
Lee Byrd '88, 
P Diane Travers '88, 
Arbelyn E. Wolf '88, 
Fern Lavallee '88, 
Jeanne Harrell '89 
and 
Leigh Ann Bunetta '88. 
ALUMNI WEEKEND 2008 
More than 500 alumni and their guests returned on April 11-12, 2008, for a 
celebration of all things Marshall-Wythe. Congratulations to our reunion classes 
who continued to raise the bar (and set records) with gifts to the Law School. Special 
events included the Dean's reception and 5th Annual Public Service Fund Silent 
Auction, Marshall-Wythe "Generations" (a fond look at the Law School "back in 
the day"), family picnic, State-of-Your-Law-School conversation with Dean Butler, 
and reunion dinners. 
For the complete gallery of 2008 reunion photos, please visit our alumni 
website at www.wm.edu/law/alumni/ . Photos by Gretchen Bedell  
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GRADUATION 2008 
O'CONNOR URGES GRADUATES TO PROTECT 
JUDICIAL INDEPENDENCE 
W&M College Chancellor Sandra Day O'Connor exhorted members of the 
Class of 2008 to enter the profession with pragmatism and with a strong sense of 
ethics — and to do their part in the protection of American judicial independence. 
O'Connor addressed more than 200 graduates on May 11, as part of the Law 
School's 2008 commencement ceremony. 
"Tomorrow you will be fledgling members of the legal profession," O'Connor 
told the graduates. "That means two principal things. First, you'll have to endure 
an endless number of lawyer jokes." She said she didn't particularly care for lawyer 
jokes. "Lawyers don't think they're funny and everyone else doesn't think they're 
jokes," she noted, inspiring laughter from the audience. Striking a serious note, 
O'Connor said the second thing the graduates should remember is that lawyers 
must assume major responsibilities that go along with the privileges that are a part 
of the profession. 
"Your first responsibilities, of course, are to your clients," she said. "You have to 
help your clients resolve their problems, not necessarily their lawsuits," she added. 
"You have to develop skills as a negotiator. You need some practical experience in 
advocacy and negotiations."  
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She said that the client is one of two masters served by a lawyer. "Your other 
master is the law itself. You have to be true to the ethics and ideals of your profes-
sion at the same time that you advocate zealously for your client." 
O'Connor was introduced by Dean Butler. Butler described O'Connor as a 
fine role model. "With her historic appointment as the first woman on the Supreme 
Court, she became a role model for all women, for all working mothers," Butler 
said in her introduction. "Nor has this role diminished with retirement; rather, it 
has evolved and grown." 
During her remarks, O'Connor said lawyers need to be mindful of the moral 
and social implications of their practice, especially their positions as officers of 
the court. "Don't get involved as one of the Enron problems, OK?" she asked 
to applause. "Show some intelligence, some honor, some decency when you 
practice law." 
She also urged the new lawyers to support the constitutional system of checks 
and balances, noting that only a third of Americans can name the three branches 
of government established by the Constitution. 
"The main way that the judicial branch can check the other branches is by 
declaring statutes or executive acts unconstitutional," she said. "This means that 
judges have the power to make the other two branches really, really angry. If judges 
never did that, they probably would not be fulfilling their constitutional duty." 
O'Connor mentioned Brown v. Board of Education and United States v. 
Nixon as examples of an independent judiciary working to guard rights and to 
protect against abuses of power. "Judicial independence doesn't happen all by 
itself," she said. "It's very hard to create and it's easier than most people imagine 
to destroy. And that's where you come in. We need lawyers to get out there and 
defend the concepts." 
— Brian Whitson 
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RECIPIENTS OF SPECIAL AWARDS AT GRADUATION 
Gilbert Bartlett BA. '62, J.D. '69 received the 
Law School Association's Citizen-Lawyer Award 
which honors a graduate or friend of the Law 
School who stands squarely in the Jeffersonian 
tradition of outstanding citizenship and leader-
ship. Dean Butler described him as "the citizen 
lawyer we hope our students will endeavor to 
become. His numerous charitable and commu-
nity endeavors illustrate an abiding commitment 
to lending his time and talents to furthering the 
public good." When told of the award prior to 
graduation, Bartlett said, "The Citizen-Lawyer 
Award is a nice surprise. I am pleased to be among the company I am joining by 
receiving this honor, like William Spong and John Donaldson '63. They have set 
an example, and I hope to uphold the tradition of what the Law School continues 
to train, the citizen lawyer." 
Professor Laura A. Heymann received 
the Walter L. Williams Jr. Memorial Teaching 
Award, an award conferred by the graduat-
ing class in recognition of outstanding teach-
ing. Joshua Whitley '08 told the audience 
that her "love of teaching is self-evident." 
She had, he noted, "a profound impact on 
many, if not most, of the members of the 
Class of 2008." Over the course of their 
three years in law school, he said, Heymann 
wrote numerous notes to class members con-
gratulating them on their achievements. He 
quoted Wesley Allen '08 who recalled that it 
seemed that she "had memorized the class's 
facebook" as she knew each of the students by name on the first day of his torts 
class. Whitley also quoted Michael Kourabas '08 as saying that the exam for her 
trademark course was the hardest he had ever taken but that "somehow, someway, 
she remains my favorite professor." 
SCHOOL OF LAW 13 
Amy M. Markopoulos '08 and Isaac B. 
Rosenberg '08 were co-recipients of the Lawrence 
W l'Anson Award, an award conferred upon a 
member, or members, of the graduating class who 
in the judgment of the Law School faculty have 
shown evidence of great professional promise. 
Markopoulos graduated first in the class. She 
served as Chief Justice of the Moot Court Board 
and was a Senior Notes Editor on the Law Review. 
in this latter role, Butler said, her contributions 
included the introduction of "an innovative 
concept of 'notes panels' to improve the student 
note writing process." The Dean quoted a faculty 
member who said that Markopoulos was one of the 
strongest students he had encountered during his 18 years of teaching at the Law 
School and added that she is "admired for her energy and capabilities and regarded 
with affection." Described by one faculty member as "one of the brightest in a truly 
exceptional  class," Rosenberg served as a Notes Editor on the Law Review and was 
a member of the Moot Court Board. The Dean noted that he was among only 
nine in the dass to receive honors all four semesters in the Legal Skills Program 
and also served as an Academic Support Teaching Assistant for Constitutional Law. 
"A talented writer," said Butler, he had three articles accepted for publication in 
2008. "For those of you unfamiliar with the rigors of law school, this is a singular 
accomplishment." 
Sarah A. Fulton '08 received 
the George Wythe Award, an 
award conferred upon a member 
of the graduating class who 
has demonstrated distinguished 
leadership for the good of the 
Law School community. Butler 
said that Fulton toiled tirelessly 
for SBA and for other groups 
such as the Journal of Women 
and the Law and the Moot Court 
program. She commended her 
contributions to a wide variety 
of endeavors, ranging from the 
Faculty Hiring Committee to the admission program. Butler quoted a member of 
the Law School community as having praised Fulton's "selfless leadership." The 
Dean added that she was a standout among student leaders. "Only a few [SBA 
presidents] have touched the lives of so many students, faculty, administrators and 
staff as Sarah has." 
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Sarah G Landres '08 and Megan Tumi '08 
were co-recipients of the Thurgood Marshall Award 
for distinguished pro bono work. The award goes 
to a member, or members, of the graduating class 
who exhibit the ideals of distinguished public 
service exemplified by U.S. Supreme Court Justice 
Thurgood Marshall. Butler quoted one of Landres's 
nominators who wrote that she "personifies public 
service." The Dean stressed the extensiveness of her 
endeavors, noting that they included Chair of the 
Public Service Fund's Date Auction, Co-founder 
of the William & Mary chapter of the Student 
Hurricane Network and liaison to the national 
organization, participant in Student Legal Services, 
and election monitor with Virginia Promote the 
Vote. Landres, Butler said, "seems to have public 
service as her destiny." Tumi served as President 
of the Black Law Students Association. Butler 
noted that under her leadership an organization 
renowned for service reached new heights. "I've 
always been impressed with the BLSA's leader-
ship," the Dean told the audience, "but I knew something special was happening 
because of its increased activities not only outside the Law School but within." Her 
"heart and passion truly lie in bettering W&M through her dedicated service and 
leadership," wrote one of her nominators. "I can think of no one more humble 
nor more deserving."  
W. Taylor Reveley III received the John 
Marshall Award, an award conferred upon 
a member of the faculty or staff for excep-
tional service to the Law School. Butler 
shared examples of Reveley's service in the 
world outside W&M. He practiced law at 
Hunton & Williams for 28 years — nine 
as managing partner — and helped the 
firm reach "new global heights" during a 
transitional time in its history. He is an 
active member of numerous nonprofit 
boards, eagerly sharing "his vision, vast experience, and keen intellect" to make 
those institutions better. Turning to his service to W&M, Butler employed one of 
his favorite expressions ("working doggedly hard") to describe his efforts as Law 
School dean. He bettered the Law School on all fronts during the past ten years, 
she said, while "finding time to provide personal guidance and good cheer to any 
law student who asked." 
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STUDENTS 
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THE CLASS OF 2011 
PROFILE 
VITAL STATISTICS 
Class Size 220 
Median GPA, Median LSAT Score 3.64, 164 (90th percentile) 
Colleges, Universities Represented 122 
States and Countries Represented 38 states, DC, Ghana and Kenya 
Percent Holding Graduate Degrees 13% 
Percent with Prior Work Experience 57% 
Average Age 24 
Female/Male 49%/51% 
Students of Color 19%* 
*Percentage is based on number of students who chose to identify their race and/or ethnicity 
The Law School welcomed a new 1L class August 18. The Class of 2011 was 
chosen from 4,585 applicants, a record for the Law School and an increase of 7.8 
percent from last year's 4,250 applicants. Nationwide, there was a slight downturn 
in J.D. applicants. 
"The large increase in applications for this 1L class is a tribute to the many 
strengths of W&M Law School," said Faye Shealy, Associate Dean for Admission. 
"We received 4,742 applications overall for our various applicant groups (J.D. 1L, 
transfer, visiting, and LL.M.), a record number and a high degree of recognition 
for our law school. Our incoming students are an impressive group of aspiring 
citizen lawyers, and we are truly honored that such highly-qualified individuals 
seek a legal education at W&M." 
Thirteen percent are graduates of the College of W&M and the University of 
Virginia. The leading out-of-state feeder schools with three or more entering stu-
dents are Brigham Young University, Holy Cross, Cornell University, Dartmouth 
College, Duke University, University of Florida, University of Maryland at College 
Park, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Notre Dame, Pennsylvania State 
University, Princeton University, Siena College, and the U.S. Military Academy. 
The predominant majors studied by the class were political science, econom-
ics, history, English and philosophy. Many in the class distinguished themselves 
academically. For example, sixteen class members have been honored with mem-
bership in Phi Beta Kappa. 
In addition to J.D. candidates, the Law School welcomed six transfer students, 
three visiting students, and four exchange students from China, Mexico and Spain. 
Sixteen students have joined the Law School community for one year of study 
as LL.M. candidates. These students are from China, Georgia, Nigeria, Panama, 
Taiwan and the United Kingdom.  
—Ann Gaudreaux 
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2007-08 STUDENTS' PERSPECTIVES 
LATOYA ASIA '09 • Hometown: Woodbridge, Va. 
Latoya graduated magna cum laude from Virginia Common- 
wealth University with a B.S. in criminal justice and a minor 
in Spanish. As an undergraduate she served as President of the 
National Association of Blacks in Criminal Justice, volunteered 
with International Student Volunteers in Costa Rica, and was 
Captain of the VCU cheerleading squad. Before attending law 
school, Latoya gained legal experience at Brown Martin in Richmond. At W&M 
she is a member of the William and Map y Journal of Women and the Law, president 
of the Black Law Students Association, and a Graduate Council Representative. 
Latoya serves on the boards of the Public Service Fund and the Student Hurricane 
Network, is a Student Admission Ambassador, and a member of Phi Alpha Delta 
law fraternity. During summer 2007 she was a Research Assistant for Professor 
Paul Marcus and studied abroad at La Universidad de San Pablo in Spain. Summer 
2008 was spent with McGuire Woods in Richmond.  
One of the things that 1 love the most about being a student at W&M Law is the numerous opportunities 
to get involved As a true public servant, I have enjoyed being part of many diverse organizations that are 
truly committed to helping others, not just in the legal world, but the community at-large. These experiences 
in public service at W&M have made my law school experience ten times as rewarding. 
GREG DEMO '08 • Hometown: Noblesville, Ind. 
Greg graduated with a B.A. from Marquette University with 
a major in political science and a minor in German. As an 
undergraduate, he served as a Teaching Assistant, completed 
numerous independent research projects in philosophy, and was 
inducted into Phi Beta Kappa. Following his graduation from 
Marquette, Greg spent a year as a novice in the Society of Jesus 
in Detroit and taught English in China. Preceding his enrollment at W&M, he 
worked as a paralegal for Meckler, Bulger & Tilson in Chicago. While in law school, 
Greg was a member of the William and Mary Law Review, was a Graduate Research 
Fellow, and competed on the National Trial Team. In 2006 he was awarded first 
place in the ABA Labor & Employment Trial Advocacy Competition. Greg was a 
law Berk with Meckler, Bulger & Tilson in summer 2006 and in the summer before 
his 3L year worked as a Summer Associate with Sidley Austin, both in Chicago. 
Following graduation, he returned to Chicago and practiced landlord and tenant 
law for Cabrini Green Legal Aid as a Public Interest Law Initiative Fellow. He is 
now working for Sidley Austin focusing on bankruptcy and restructuring work.  
Having grown up in Indianapolis, I knew coming to William & Mary that I wanted to work in Chicago. 
The Admissions Office put me in contact with an alum working in Chicago and with his help I was able 
to make it happen. By cultivating my ties to Chicago and using W&M connections, 1 landed a great job 
and couldn't be happier. 
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CAREER SERVICES AND 
PUBLIC SERVICE INITIATIVES 
2,421 
100% 
= 
= 
$360 = 
99.6% = 
$1,550 = 
296 = 
$385,523 = 
BY THE NUMBERS 
student appointments with Office of Career Services deans 
1Ls employed during summer 2007* 
median weekly 1 L salary for summer 2007 
2Ls employed during summer 2007* 
median weekly 2L salary for summer 2007 
students, faculty and staff who pledged to participate in the 
Virginia Bar Association's Community/Pro Bono Service 
Program during academic year 2007-08 
awards to students and graduates in 2008 through the Loan 
Repayment Assistance Program, Summer Public Service 
Fellowship Program, and Post-Graduate Public Service 
Fellowship Program 
*based on students who reported their status and who were seeking employment 
2007 J.D. GRADUATES 
As of February 15, 2008, 99.5% of the W&M Class of 2007 who reported 
their status to the Office of Career Services and who were seeking employment 
had jobs or were pursuing advanced degrees. Approximately 30% work in Virginia 
and 70% work outside Virginia in 27 states, D.C., and Mexico. 
Nationwide, as of that same date, 94.2% of 2007 graduates who reported 
their status and who were seeking employment had secured jobs or were pursuing 
advanced degrees. National data was published in Jobs & JD's: Employment and 
Salaries of New Law Graduates — Class of 2007,  a publication of NALP — The 
Association for Legal Career Professionals.  
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CLASS OF 	 2007 
EMPLOYMENT 
INITIAL EMPLOYMENT STATUS 
W&M NATIONWIDE 
Status Known 99.5% 92.9% 
Legal, Full-Time 87.4% NR 
Legal, Part-Time 1.5% NR 
Non-Legal, Full-Time 5.6% NR 
Non-Legal, Part-Time 1.5% NR 
Pursuing Additional Degree 1.5% 2.3% 
Unemployed/Seeking Employment 0.5% 4.1% 
Not Seeking Employment 2.0% 1.7% 
Status Unknown 0.5% 7.1% 
INITIAL EMPLOYER BY TYPE 
W&M NATIONWIDE 
Private Practice 54.3% 55.5% 
Judicial Clerkships 19.1% 9.8% 
Government 9.5% 10.7% 
Corporations/Businesses 8.0% 14.1% 
Military Justice/Armed Forces 3.5% 1.0% 
Public Interest 4.0% 5.8% 
Academia 1.5% 1.8% 
STARTING SALARY 
W&M NATIONWIDE 
% Reporting Salary 89.5% 62.9% 
Salary Range $ 30,000 – $160,000 NR 
Class-wide Median Salary $ 80,000 $ 65,750 
Private Practice $135,000 $108,500 
Judicial Clerkships $ 50,000 $ 48,000 
Public Interest $ 50,000 $ 42,000 
Government $ 46,000 $ 50,000 
Nationwide information is drawn from Jobs JD's: Employment and Salaries of 
New Law Graduates — Class of 2007 , a publication of NALP — The Association 
for Legal Career Professionals. 
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2007-08 
	 PROFILE 	 OF 
STUDENT FINANCES 
STUDENT BUDGET VA RESIDENT NONRESIDENT 
Tuition & Fees $ 18,336.00 $ 28,536.00 
Living Allowance $ 12,350.00 $ 12,350.00 
Books $ 	 1,250.00 $ 	 1,250.00 
TOTAL $31,936.00 $42,136.00 
SCHOLARSHIPS AND LOANS 
Scholarship and/or Fellowship Recipients 
340 students (J.D., LL.M.) = 54% of student body 
Total scholarship and fellowship value = $3.8 million 
Loan Recipients 
Percent of student body borrowing money = 81% 
Total loan volume = $13.2 million 
Average loan per borrower = $26,056 
POST-GRADUATE LOAN REPAYMENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM 
The Loan Repayment Assistance Program Committee selected twelve alumni 
to receive 2008 awards from the Law School's Loan Repayment Assistance 
Program (LRAP). 
Initially established to honor Professor Emeritus John Levy, the program is 
supported by endowments and gifts from alumni and friends. Through the LRAP, 
graduates who work for private non-profit organizations or government employers 
are eligible to apply for up to $5,000 annually in loan forgiveness for a maximum 
of three years. Marshall-Wythe's LRAP has provided forgivable loans totaling 
$129,000 to 23 graduates since 2005. 
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FACULTY 
Joshua Whitley '08, chairman of the Graduation Committee, presents Professor Laura A. Heymann 
with the 2008 Walter L. Williams Jr Memorial Teaching Award during graduation on May 11. The award 
recognizes outstanding teaching and its recipient is chosen each year by the graduating class. In his 
remarks, Whitley told the audience that Heymann's love of teaching is self-evident.' She had, he noted, 
"a profound impact on many, if not most, of the members of the Class of 2008." Heymann 'began her 
career as a law professor three years ago when we began our law studies," he said. 'Appropriately, she 
is honored today along with our class." 
The award is named for Walter L. Williams, Jr, a member of the faculty from 1972 to 1991. Following 
his death after a long illness, a faculty resolution lauded his numerous contributions as a scholar of 
international law, professor and colleague. Williams taught with "enthusiasm, warmth and good humor," 
the resolution noted, and was loved and admired by students. 
Photo by Colonial Photography 
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PROFILE OF 
FULL -TIME FACULTY 
For faculty biographies and publications, go to www.wm.edu/law/. 
Faculty Members     At W&M since Fall       Major Research Interests 
Peter A. Alces 	 1991 	 Commercial Law 
Contracts 
Jurisprudence 
Payment Systems 
Sales 
Torts—Products Liability 
Angela M. Banks 	 Joined faculty 	 Human Rights 
in Spring '07 	 Immigration Law 
International Law generally 
Women and the Law 
Jayne W. Barnard 	 1985 	 Corporations generally 
Criminal Law—White 
Collar Crime 
Securities Regulation 
Lynda L. Butler 	 1979 	 Constitutional Law—Eminent 
Domain/Takings 
Environmental Law 
Property Law generally 
Property Law—Land Use 
and Zoning 
Lan Cao 	 Joined faculty 	 International Business & Trade 
in Spring '01 
	
International Law generally 
Law and Development 
Eric D. Chason 	 2004 	 Employee Benefits 
Tax Law generally  
Tax Law—Income 
Trusts and Estates 
Nancy L. Combs 	 2004 	 Human Rights 
International Criminal Law 
International Law  
Transitional Justice 
Neal E. Devins 
	
1987 	 Civil Rights 
Constitutional Law generally  
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Faculty Members 	 At W&M since Fall Major Research Interests 
Davison M. Douglas 1990 	 Constitutional History 
Constitutional Law generally 
Election Law 
Law and Religion 
Race and American Law 
James G. Dwyer 	 2000 	 Children and Juveniles 
Family Law 
Jurisprudence 
Trusts and Estates 
Michael Steven Green 	 Joined faculty 	 Civil Procedure 
in Spring '06 	 Conflict of Laws 
Jurisprudence 
Susan S. Grover 	 1988 	 Civil Procedure 
Civil Rights 
Employment Discrimination 
Women and the Law 
Vivian E. Hamilton 	 2007 	 Children and Juveniles 
Civil Procedure 
Family Law 
Welfare and Social Programs 
Women and the Law 
I. Trotter Hardy 	 1982 	 Intellectual Property generally 
Intellectual Property— 
Copyright 
James S. Heller 	 1988 	 Intellectual Property—Copyright 
Law and Literature 
Law and Public Policy 
Legal Research 
Laura A. Heymann 	 2005 	 Computers and the Law 
Intellectual Property generally 
Intellectual Property—Copyright 
Intellectual Property—Trademarks 
Internet Law 
Eric A. Kades 2002 	 Constitutional Law— 
Eminent Domain/Takings 
Corporations generally 
Corporations—Economics of 
Corporate Structure 
Economic Analysis of the Law 
Property Law generally 
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Faculty Members 	 At W&M since Fall Major Research Interests 
Property Law—Land Use 
and Zoning 
Property Law—Real Estate 
Transactions 
Charles H. Koch, Jr. 	 1979 
	
Administrative Law 
Civil Law 
Comparative Law—Administrative 
Comparative Law—European 
Electricity 
European Union 
Federal Courts 
Fredric I. Lederer 	 1980 	 Criminal Procedure 
Evidence 
Law and Technology 
Military Law 
Trial Practice 
Paul Marcus 
1981 	 Tax Law—Corporate 
1988 	 Comparative and Foreign Law 
generally 
Comparative Law—European 
Comparative Law— 
Middle Eastern 
Constitutional Law—Eminent 
Domain/Takings 
Criminal Law generally 
Environmental Law 
Human Rights 
International Criminal Law 
International Law generally 
National Security Law 
Transitional Justice 
Women and the Law 
1992 	 Comparative and Foreign Law 
generally 
Constitutional Law-4th, 
5th, 6th Amendments 
Criminal Law generally 
Criminal Procedure 
Entertainment and Sports Law 
Intellectual Property—Copyright 
Law and Literature 
John W. Lee III 
Linda A. Malone 
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Faculty Members 	 At W&M since Fall Major Research Interests 
Alan J. Meese 	 1995 	 Antitrust 
Corporations generally 
Political Economy 
James E. Moliterno 	 1988 	 Professional Responsibility 
Nathan B Oman 
	 2006 
	
Contracts 
Law and Religion 
Larry I. Palmer 	 Joined faculty 	 Health Law and Policy 
in Spring '08 
Mitchell B. Reiss 	 1999 	 National Security Law 
Negotiation 
W. Taylor Reveley III 	 1998 	 Administrative Law 
Citizen Lawyers 
Commercial Nuclear Power 
Constitutional Law—War Powers 
Patricia E. Roberts '92 	 2007 
	
Clinical Legal Education 
Legal Skills 
Legal Writing 
Practice of Law 
Ronald H. Rosenberg 	 1982 	 Environmental Law 
Local Government Law 
Property Law generally 
Property Law—Land 
Use and Zoning 
Erin Ryan 
	 2004 	 Alternative Dispute Resolution 
Constitutional Law—Eminent 
Domain/Takings 
Constitutional Law—Federalism 
Environmental Law 
Local Government Law 
Natural Resources Law 
Negotiation 
Property Law—Land Use 
and Zoning 
Alemante G. Selassie 1987 	 Commercial Law 
Comparative Law—African 
Comparative Law—Constitutional 
Contracts 
Debtor-Creditor Law 
Law and Development 
Remedies 
Secured Transactions 
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Faculty Members 	 At W&M since Fall Major Research Interests 
Michael Stein 2000 	 Bioethics 
Civil Procedure 
Disability Law 
Employment Discrimination 
European Antidiscrimination Law 
International Disability Law 
Legal History 
Torts 
Kathryn R. Urbonya 	 1997 	 Civil Rights 
William W. Van Alstyne 
	 2004 	 Civil Rights 
Comparative Constitutional 
Systems 
Comparative Law—Constitutional 
Constitutional History 
Constitutional Law generally 
Constitutional Law-1st, 4th, 
5th, 6th and 14th 
Amendments 
Constitutional Law—
Constitutional Tort 
Litigation, Due Process, 
Eminent Domain/Takings, 
Federalism, Separation of 
Powers, and War Powers 
Education Law 
Employment Discrimination 
Human Rights 
Intellectual Property— 
Copyright 
Local Government Law 
Race and American Law 
Cynthia V. Ward 	 1997 	 Criminal Law generally 
Legal Theory 
Timothy Zick 	 2008 	 Constitutional Law-1st 
Amendment 
Constitutional Law generally 
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LAW SCHOOL CELEBRATES GLENN COVEN'S CAREER  
Faculty and staff gathered at the Wren 
Building in April to celebrate the end of the 
school year and the contributions of retiring 
professor Glenn Coven. Coven joined the 
faculty in 1983, after having begun his aca-
demic career at the University of Tennessee. 
In addition to his teaching and scholarship, 
Coven served as Director of the W&M Tax 
Conference from 1989 to 2007, and as Direc- 
tor of the LL.M. program in taxation from 
1985 to 1995. 
His "exhaustive knowledge of tax law, combined with his superb intellect and 
dry sense of humor, made him a valued teacher and scholar," Dean Lynda Butler 
said. She added that he was "known for speaking his mind when the message was 
unpopular" and lauded him as someone who always advocated for what he thought 
was in the school's best interest. 
She shared a number of colleagues' observations. 
One characterized Coven as "a truly complete professor of law." As a scholar," 
the faculty member wrote, "he has made important contributions in a wide variety 
of tax areas, from sophisticated corporate transactions to education incentives. As a 
teacher, he has explained the mysteries of the Internal Revenue Code to a genera-
tion of law students and has co-authored a leading casebook in the field." 
Stories about his not-so-retiring nature inspired laughter (and a knowing smile 
from Coven). 
A professor who worked with Coven on the tax conference, wrote that he 
"has, shall we say, 'firm opinions' on certain issues" related to the school's longest-
running annual event. "My favorite quote from Glenn, when presented with an 
issue or suggestion that he apparently was unlikely to consider further, was 'Yes, 
well, thanks for your suggestion and I'll get back to you on that.' That was the 
code language for no." 
Another colleague commended Coven's "willingness to speak openly" during 
faculty discussions. "Glenn doesn't beat around the bush," the colleague wrote, "he 
beats the bush. When an issue was before the faculty, Glenn's reaction was based 
on what he thought was in the best interests of the Law School. Period." 
"How true," deadpanned the Dean, "I've been that bush!" 
At the luncheon's close, Butler expressed the Law School's appreciation for 
Coven's service and presented him with a lamp inscribed with the school's name 
and College seal. 
 
- Jaime Welch-Donahue 
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FACULTY APPOINTMENTS 2008 
Larry I. Palmer and Timothy Zick joined us as full professors. 
Patty Roberts '92 has been appointed clinical assistant professor. 
Larry I. Palmer leads our new VCU-W&M Health 
Policy and Law Initiative. He came to Marshall-Wythe 
from the University of Louisville, where he held the 
Endowed Chair in Urban Health Policy for four years. 
He previously was a law professor at Cornell for 27 years. 
During his time there, he served as Vice President for 
Academic Programs and Campus Affairs and as Vice 
Provost. Palmer has written two books, Endings and Be-
ginnings: Law Medicine and Society in Assisted Lift and Death (Praeger Publishers) 
and Law, Medicine, and Social Justice (Westminster/John Know Press), as well as 
numerous articles dealing with law, medicine and health policy. He is a graduate 
of Harvard University and Yale Law School.  
Patty Roberts '92 is Director of Clinical Programs 
and Director, with Professor Jim Moliterno, of the Legal 
Skills Program. Roberts's responsibilities include the de-
velopment of new clinic initiatives. Among them, she is 
developing a Veterans Benefits Clinic, which will open its 
doors in January 2009 as part of the VCU-W&M Health 
Policy and Law Initiative. She is a graduate of Randolph-
Macon Woman's College and the Law School. Roberts 
began teaching in the Legal Skills Program in 1997 and has served in numerous 
administrative roles at the Law School since 2000. 
 
Timothy Zick joined us from St. John's University 
Law School. He is the author of a forthcoming book 
titled Speech Out of Doors: Preserving First Amendment 
Liberties in Public Places  (Cambridge University Press) 
and numerous articles and symposia contributions cover- 
ing a range of issues in constitutional and administrative 
law. Zick is a summa cum laude graduate of Indiana 
University and graduated first in his law class from 
Georgetown. Prior to entering academia, he practiced law at Williams & Connolly 
in D.C. and at Foley Hoag in Boston, and clerked for Judge Levin H. Campbell 
of the First Circuit Court of Appeals.  
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VISITING FACULTY 
FALL 2007 - SPRING 2008 
Louis Fisher 
Congressional Research Service, Library of Congress 
David Frisch 
University of Richmond Law School 
Maria Lopez-Contreras Gonzales 
Institute de Empresa (Madrid) 
Jeffrey D. Mantis 
Latham & Watkins (Washington, D.C.) 
Paul R. Verkuil 
Cardozo Law School 
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ADJUNCT FACULTY 
FALL 2007 - SPRING 2008 
Adjunct Professors 
Christopher A. Abel '90 
R. Joel Ankney '91 
D. Gregory Baker 
Gregory C. Bane '02 
Craig D. Bell '86 
Catherine A.C. Black '93 
Randy M. Bolinger '84 
Rene Roark Bowditch '82 
Jeffrey A. Breit 
Course(s) Taught 
Employment Law, Selected Topics 
in Employment Law 
Entertainment Law 
Director, Therapeutic Jurisprudence and 
Interdisciplinary Studies, Director, 
Virginia Bar Review Program, 
Education Law, Therapeutic Courts 
Practice Externship, Therapeutic 
Jurisprudence, Youth Law 
Legal Skills 
Federal Practice Tax Clinic 
Legal Skills 
Legal Skills 
Internet Law, Legal Skills 
National Trial Team Advisor; Depositions, 
Discovery-Pretrial, Objections; Trial 
Strategy and Persuasion 
Advanced Research I and II, Law 
and Public Policy 
Food and Drug Law 
Bankruptcy Survey 
Environmental Law 
Legal Skills, Trial Advocacy 
Legal Skills 
Domestic Violence Clinic 
Labor Arbitration & Collective Bargaining 
Cultural Property Law 
Legal Skills 
Real Estate Transactions 
Innocence Project Clinic 
Legal Skills 
American Jury 
Domestic Violence Clinic 
Legal Skills 
Patent Law, Patent Practice 
Mergers and Acquisitions, Drafting for 
Corporate & Finance Lawyers 
Admiralty Law 
General Mediation  
Christopher D. Byrne 
The Hon. Fletcher E. Campbell, Jr. 
Paul K Campsen 
James N. Christman 
Timothy G. Clancy '75 
Sandy Conyers '92 
Darryl Cunningham 
Thomas G. Dignan 
Marion P. Forsyth 
Andrew R. Fox '04 
Laura Lee Garrett '90 
Frederick R. Gerson '96 
Nathan R. Green '98 
Paula L. Hannaford-Agor '95 
Raymond Hartz 
Michael L. Heikes '84 
George F. Helfrich 
Louanna O. Heuhsen 
John E. Holloway 
Tazewell T. Hubard III  
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Adjunct Professors 
Rebecca G. Hulse 
Vernon E. Inge, Jr. 
William Janis 
Kindra L. Kirkeby '00 
David W. Lannetti '99 
Susan E. Luscomb 
Douglas E. Miller '95 
The Hon. Tommy E. Miller '73 
Helena S. Mock '00 
Stephanie A. Montgomery '98 
Frederic Moschel 
Mark E. Newcomb '88 
Angela M. O'Connor 
Geneva N. Perry '06 
Robert Dean Pope 
Linda M. Quigley '07 
Alan Rashkind 
Neil Reiff 
Neal J. Robinson '92 
Karen M. Rose '86 
Mark Rubin 
Alan A. Rudnick 
Troy Savenko 
Elizabeth M. Schmidt 
The Hon. William H. Shaw III 
Stacey-Rae Simcox '99 
Suzanne P. Stern '85 
Bruce H. Stoner, Jr. 
John Tarley, Jr. '92 
The Hon. Wilford Taylor, Jr. '78 
Gilbert Teal 
Christie S. Warren 
Course(s) Taught 
Assistant Director, Election Law Program, 
Alternative Dispute Resolution, Internet 
Law, Privacy in a Technological Age 
Sports Law 
Legislative Advocacy 
Legal Skills 
Remedies 
Estate Planning and Elder Law 
Legal Skills Writing Specialist, Moot 
Court Team Advisor, Advanced 
Brief Writing, Legal Skills 
Criminal Procedure II, Death Penalty 
Family Wealth Transactions, Legal Skills 
Writing Specialist 
Legal Skills 
Legal Skills 
Terrorism & The Law 
Domestic Violence Clinic 
Legal Skills 
State and Local Government Finance 
Legal Skills, Electronic Discovery and 
Data Seizures 
Insurance 
Campaign Finance, Law of 
Presidential Elections 
Complex Transactional Practice, 
Entrepreneurship: Business and 
Legal Problems 
Legal Aid Clinic 
Mediation Advocacy 
Corporate Governance and the 
Public Corporation 
Sports Law 
Nonprofit Law Practice 
Trial Advocacy 
Internet Law, Technology-Augmented 
Trial Advocacy, Legal Skills 
Legal Skills 
Patent Appeals and Interferences 
Legal Skills 
Director, Trial Advocacy Program, 
Trial Advocacy 
Government Contracts 
Director, Program in Comparative Legal 
Studies and Post-Conflict Justice, 
Human Rights Law, Islamic 
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Adjunct Professors 	 Course(s) Taught 
Deborah C. Waters '88 	 Trial Advocacy 
The Hon. J.R Zepkin '65 	 Virginia Civil Procedure, Virginia 
Criminal Procedure 
2007-08 ST. GEORGE TUCKER AWARD 
PRESENTED TO JUDGE TAYLOR '78 
Dean Taylor Reveley presented the 2007-08 
St. George Tucker Adjunct Professorship Award to 
Judge Wilford Taylor, Jr. '78, on Sept. 6, 2007. The 
award, created in 1995, is given each year to a mem-
ber of the adjunct faculty for outstanding service. 
Reveley noted thatTaylor "has been living the life 
of the citizen lawyer so prized at William & Mary." 
After graduating from Marshall-Wythe in 1978, he 
began his legal career in Hampton Roads, first in 
law practice with Bobby Scott, now a member of 
Congress, and later as Deputy City Attorney for 
Hampton. In 1985 he was appointed to serve on 
the Virginia General District Court for the Eighth 
Judicial District. He was elevated to the Virginia 
Circuit Court ten years later. 
Taylor has shared his legal expertise with students through his teaching of Trial 
Advocacy and Therapeutic Jurisprudence courses and currently serves as Director of the 
Trial Advocacy Program, a post he has held since 2005. In addition, Reveley enumerated 
the numerous commissions and task forces on which Taylor has served, including, for 
example, the statewide Commission for Jail and Prison Overcrowding, the Council on 
Human Rights, the Criminal Justice Services Board, the Task Force for Gender Bias in the 
Courts, the Judicial Performance Task Force, and the Commission on Virginia Courts in 
the 21st Century. 
The Dean shared excerpts of the accolades that the judge has earned from students. 
"Great class," wrote one. "I am much more at ease with the thought of handling a trial 
now." Another said, "This professor is outstanding - tremendously gifted, always prepared, 
most effective as an instructor." Other comments were more succinct. "Judge Taylor is 
wonderful," said one. "Judge Taylor is terrific," noted another. 
Reveley also shared the thoughts of Judge Walter Felton on Judge Taylor's prowess as 
a teacher. Felton was instrumental in enlisting Taylor to be a part of the Trial Advocacy 
Program. According to Felton, "Judge Taylor was quickly recognized by students in Trial 
Advocacy as an enthusiastic and knowledgeable teacher. His experience on the bench 
was readily apparent in his instruction. ... For students who were a little timid at first 
in examining witnesses in class, or handling the awkward experience of introducing an 
exhibit, he was supremely patient and supportive. For those who had had some limited 
trial work in the summer before the third year or otherwise, he insisted on a higher level of 
performance. His critiques of students were always constructive. His energy and enthusiasm 
were infectious." 
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FINANCIAL OVERVIEW 
The lobby, a prime gathering spot for the Law School community, debuted an updated look in summer 2007 with 
pendant lighting, refurbished parquet floors, and new furniture. 
Photo by Stephen Salpukas 
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1998-2008 ANNUAL FUND GIVING & ENDOWMENT PERFORMANCE  
2 0 0 7 — 0 8 
TOTAL GIFTS* 
Annual Fund (cash) 
Gifts-in-Kind 
Endowment Gifts 
Capital (building) 
TOTAL 
FUNDRAISING RESULTS 
$ 1,364,278 
$ 34,990 
$ 705,798 
$ 527,957 
$2,633,023 
*Total number of alumni donors for FY '07 was 1,610; total number in FY '08 was 1,611. 
COMPARISONS TO FY '07 
FY '07 FY '08 % Increase/Decrease 
from Previous Year 
Annual Fund $ 1,350,748 $ 1,364,278 1% 
Gifts-in-Kind $ 	 34,768 $ 	 34,990 .6% 
Endowment Gifts $ 	 616,966 $ 	 705,798 14.4% 
Capital (building) $ 1,025,854 $ 	 527,957 -48.5% 
TOTAL $ 3,028,336 $ 2,633,023 -13% 
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ALUMNI PARTICIPATION 
CLASS OF 2008 GIFT 
The Class of 2008 celebrated the success of their 3L gift drive during Alumni 
Weekend. Gifts and pledges totaled $96,916 by mid-April and exceeded $97,000 
by June 30. Some 108 class members made gifts and pledges and 14 class members 
made commitments to join the Dean's Council. We extend our sincere thanks to 
everyone who made the class gift drive a success! 
Total gifts and pledges: $97,166 
(includes gifts or pledges to class gift by faculty and staff) 
Average pledge: $897.83 
Class Participation: 54% 
Co-Chairs, Gift Committee: Wes Allen and Christina Trotta 
Gift Committee  
Darren Abernethy Sarah Fulton Joey Noble Barbara Rosenblatt 
Ann Battle Chris Ghio Amy Owens Andrew W. Scott 
James Bilsborrow Shana Hofstetter Kelly Pereira Kia Scott 
Ryan Brady Brian Ivy David Peters William W. Sleeth III 
David Bules Kristin Koernig Nathan Pollard Tara St. Angelo 
Nora Burke Daniel Kruger Alisson Pouille Lindsey Vaala 
Cabell Clay Sarah Landres Matthew D. Purcell Julie Wenell 
Jennie Cordis John Miller Emily Reuter Shukita Whitaker 
Joycelyn Eason Scott C. Miller Bradley A. Ridlehoover Joshua S. Whitley 
Megan Erb 
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WILLIAM & MARY SCHOOL OF LAW 
 
REUNION CLASSES 
 
W&M Law                   $1,116,046 
One million, one hundred sixteen thousand 
 
2008 REUNION CLASS GIFTS 
A YEAR FOR THE RECORD BOOKS 
Classes celebrating reunions in 2008 gave at an historic level. Gifts and pledges 
by these classes totaled more than $1.1 million by Alumni Weekend. By June 30 
these classes set a new record of $1,212,608. Four classes raised the bar for giving 
on milestone anniversaries — 2003 for highest ever 5th reunion gift, 1998 for 
highest ever 10th reunion gift, 1983 for highest ever 25th reunion gift, and 1973 
for highest ever 35th reunion gift. On hand to present a truly "big check" to Dean 
Lynda Butler (at far right) on behalf of their classmates, were, from left, Andrea L. 
D'Ambra '03, David M. Dalke '93, Mark C. Van Deusen '98, Kenneth W. Harrell 
'88, James D. Penny '83, Ann K. Sullivan '78, and Michael D. Horlick '73. 
Reunion Class Year % Participation Total Gift and Pledges 
W&M Law Society 27% $ 	 118,610 
(1935-1958) 
1973 — 35th Reunion 33% $ 	 196,860 
1978 — 30th Reunion 36% $ 	 305,346 
1983 — 25th Reunion 38% $ 	 318,361 
1988 — 20th Reunion 24% $ 	 71,830 
1993 — 15th Reunion 24% $ 	 50,655 
1998 — 10th Reunion 35% $ 	 81,896 
2003 — 5th Reunion 28% $ 	 69,050 
Total $1,212,608 
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REUNION 2008 COMMITTEES 
W&M Law Society (Classes of 1935-1958) 
Chair: Julia W. Willis '55 
1973 — 35th Reunion 
Co-Chair: Michael D. Horlick, James Phillip LaCasse, Jeffrey L. Musman 
Committee: P. Richard Anderson, Sally J. Andrews, Lee R. Arzt, 
Stephan J. Boardman, D. Scott Curzi, Eric L. Dobberteen, 
William E. Duncan, Jr., Kenneth E. Estes, Robert F. Flinn, 
Thomas R. Frantz, Peter A. Frey, Giacomo Guarnaccia, Jr., Gary E. Hughes, 
Michael A. Inman, Stephen A. Isaacs, Edward D. McGuire, Peter McIntosh, 
John A. McKinney, Jr., Dabney L. Pasco, The Hon. Samuel T. Powell III, 
Leslie J. Roos, James M. Sweet, John J. Tuozzolo, Martin D. Walsh 
1978 — 30th Reunion 
Co-Chairs: Robert R. Kinser, Ann K. Sullivan 
Committee: The Hon. R. Edwin Burnette, Jr., Elizabeth B. Carder-
Thompson, Robert B. Condon, William M. Dozier, Patrick A. Genzler, 
Gregory A. Hale, Jeffrey B. Hammaker, Sarah C. Honenberger, 
Elwood C. Isley, Jr., Sharon E. Pandak, J. Mathews Pope, Jeffrey V. Puff, 
Joseph T. Waldo, Susan L. Watt 
1983 — 25th Reunion 
Co-Chairs: Joyce A. Kuhns, James D. Penny, William C. Perrine, 
Mark R. Walker 
Committee: Albert G. Bantley, Timothy Dugan, William A. Galanko, 
Arthur E. Gary, Michael G. Hillinger, R. Ferrell Newman, James A. Penney, 
Karen W. Perrine, Louise A. Schmidt, Ann B. Shumadine, 
Robert W. Thomas, Kenneth M. Wolfe 
1988 — 20th Reunion 
Co-Chairs: David A. Domansky, Kenneth W. Harrell, Fernand A. Lavallee 
Committee: Douglas A. Anderson, Leigh Ann H. Bunetta, L. Lee Byrd, 
Annemarie DiNardo Cleary, David C. Cozad, H. Michael Deneka, 
Robert J. Eveleigh, William M. Furr, Tracy Nottingham Gruis, 
William P. Henderson, Jr., Brian K. Jackson, John G. Short, 
Raymond H. Suttle, Jr., Shannon Denman Waters 
Continues next page 
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1993 — 15th Reunion 
Co-chairs: David M. Dalke, Victor J. Miller 
Committee: Timothy D. Belevetz, Robert F. Church, Susanna B. Hickman, 
Richard A. Hricik, Jody Anderson Leighty, Lisa H. Nicholson, 
Christine M. Renda, Gregory K. Richards, James E. Schliessmann, 
Maarten W. Sengers, John Allen Waldrop 
1998 — 10th Reunion 
Co-chairs: Maquiling B. Parkerson, Jimmy F. Robinson, Jr., Mark C. Van Deusen 
Committee: Coburn R. Beck, Aisha J. Bullard, Kristan B. Burch, Daniel A. Cody, 
W. Lewis Glenn, Thomas Jefferson IV, Rhonda M. Jones, Joseph S. Kiefer, 
Sarah Karlsson Korobkin, Kenneth S. Mahieu, Eric M. Marion, 
Darren L. McCarty, Stephanie Zapata Moore, Priscilla Hobbs Muhlenkamp, 
Melinda Hough Sims, Laura A. Spector, Wendy E. Warren, Kimberly M. Welsh 
2003 — 5th Reunion 
Co-Chairs: Ian R. Conner, Andrea L. D'Ambra, C. Ezekiel Ross 
Committee: Jeffrey M. Boerger, Tyler G. Brass, Lelan K. Carpenter, 
Darren M. Creasy, Paul A. Dame, Sherrie C. Dame, Kelly E. Farnan, 
Jennifer L. Gobble, Briordy T. Meyers, Curtis S. Miller, Trisha M. Monroe, 
Robin E. Perrin, Daymen W. Robinson, Scott L. Weber, Keith R. Wesolowski 
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WILLIAM & MARY LAW SCHOOL 
REPORT OF GIFTS 
The design of Witham & Mary's Temple Seal is attributed to George Wythe. On the original seal, an abbreviation, 
"JURISP," appeared on the Temple Minerva's far right column and represented jurisprudence, one of the College's 
original four core discipline& 
Photo by Gretchen Bedell 
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LIFETIME GIVING SOCIETIES 
MARSHALS -WYTHE SOCIETY 
THOMAS JEFFERSON SOCIETY 
WOODBRIDGE ASSOCIATES 
The Law School wishes to recognize its benefactors whose cumulative giving 
over the years has been at the level of $25,000 and above. Members of these gift 
clubs have shown extraordinary support of this institution. 
The Marshall-Wythe Society recognizes donors who have made cumulative 
gifts of $100,000 or more; the Thomas Jefferson Society recognizes donors who 
have made cumulative gifts of $50,000 to $99,999; and the Woodbridge Associates 
recognizes donors who have made cumulative gifts of $25,000 to $49,999. 
Please note that pledges and deferred gifts are not included when identifying 
the members of these groups. 
MARSHALL-WYTHE SOCIETY 
(Cumulative Gift of $100,000 or more)  
Alvin Powers Anderson '72 and 
Betsy C. Anderson 
Dorothy Ellett Arthur 
Jerrie Baker and 
D. Gregory Baker 
Beazley Foundation, Inc. 
Richard P. and Laurie Bellinger 
Robert Friend Boyd '52 and 
Sarah Miller Boyd 
Howard J. Busbee '67, MLT '68 
Robert G. Cabell III and 
Maude Morgan Cabell Foundation 
Stephen P. Carney '80 
R. Harvey Chappell, Jr. '50 
Gladys & Franklin Clark Foundation 
CourtLink 
Derrick Family Foundation 
The Drapers' Company 
Robert C. Elliott II '69 
EXECUTONE Information 
Systems, Inc. 
Robert J. Fiscella 
William B. Harman, Jr. '56 
Dan H. Hinz, Jr. 
James Andrew Hixon '79, MLT '80 
Hunton & Williams 
Infocom 
Laura E. Kostel 
John G. Kruchko '75 
Landmark Communications Foundation 
Lee Memorial Trust Fund 
Carter 0. and Elizabeth Austin Lowance * 
The Ma-Ran Foundation 
James W. McGlothlin '64 
Shepard W. McKenney '64 
Media General, Inc. 
Zella L. Mervis 
Meyer & Anna Prentis Family Foundation 
Trustees: Barbara P. Frenkel, 
Marvin A. Frenkel, Dale P. Frenkel, 
Ronald P. Frenkel, Tom P. Frenkel, 
Denise L. Brown, Cindy P. Frenkel, 
Nelson P. Lande, Ricki Farber Zitner, 
Mark B. Frenkel 
National Court Reporters Foundation 
Henry V. Nickel 
Norfolk Southern Corporation 
*deceased 
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James D. Penny '83 and 
Pamela Jordan Penny 
James W. Perkins Memorial Trust 
Ringtail Solutions 
Neal John Robinson '92 
John A. Scanelli '72 
David L. Short '64 
Nicholas James St. George '65 
Stenograph Corporation 
Job Taylor III '71 
The United Company 
Valley City 
Virginia Law Foundation 
William & Mary Public Service 
Fund, Inc. 
W. M. Keck Foundation 
Joseph T. Waldo '78 
Mark Richard Walker '83 and 
Perrin Marie Walker 
Mrs. Hillsman V. Wilson 
Henry C. Wolf '66 
THOMAS JEFFERSON SOCIETY 
(Cumulative gifts of 50,000 to $99,999) 
Michael Edward Baumann '79 
Edward R. Blumberg '75 
Richard Brown '74 
Rick L. Burdick '76 
Mary Jane and Nat R. Coleman, Jr. 
C. Lacey Compton, Jr. '65 
Curtis M. Coward '74 
Fred B. Devitt, Jr. '60 
Doar Communications, Inc. 
A. Robert Doll '51 and 
Mary Stanton Willis Doll 
Mark S. Dray '68 
Robert M. Fitzgerald '75 
Edward L. Flippen '74 
FTI 
Elizabeth Besio Hardin '89 
Dennis C. Hensley '70 
Leslie A. Hoffmann '74 
Thomas P. Hollowell '68 
Sarah Collins Honenberger '78 and 
Christopher Jay Honenberger '77 
Stephen John Horvath III '84 
Robert R. Kinser '78 
LexisNexis 
C. King Mallory III and 
Florence Marshall Mallory  
R. Bruce McNew '79 
Roger Milliken 
Gerrish H. Milliken Foundation 
National Center For State Courts 
Dianne E. O'Donnell '76 
Donald N. Patten 
Douglas F. Pinter '77 
John M. Pollaro '76 
J. Mathews Pope '78 
Daniel David Portanova '66 
Robert E. Scott '68 and 
Elizabeth Shumaker Scott 
Dr. and Mrs. Howard W. Smith 
James K. Stewart '69 
Ray C. Stoner '71 
Tandberg Corporation 
William Warner Van Alstyne 
Martin D. Walsh '73 
West Publishing Company 
Susan Starr Williamson 
Witt, Mares & Company, PLC 
Gretchen Marie Wolfinger '84 
Xerox Corporation 
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WOODBRIDGE ASSOCIATES  
(Cumulative Gifts of $25,000 to $49,999)  
ACS Enterprise Solutions 
Evan E. Adair '75 
AudioScribe Corporation 
Stanley G. Barr, Jr. '66 
Gilbert A. Bartlett '69 
Sam T. Beale '68 
Willard Bergman, Jr. '72 
Catherine Mahoney Blue '80 
Stephan James Boardman '73 
David Boies '91 
Michael R. Borasky '75 
James Matheson Boyd '87 
Samuel F. Boyte '75 
Robert Harvey Chappell III '90 
Timothy Andrew Coyle '74 and 
Betty Wade Coyle 
Crestron Electronics, Inc. 
CTI 
Jacqueline Ray Denning '76 
David D. Dickerson, Sr. '68 
Eric Lee Dobberteen '73 
John E. Donaldson '63 
Eggleston Smith P.C. 
Robert W. Emmett III '78 
Anna P. Engh '89 
Romayne L. Frank '63 * 
Thomas Richard Frantz '73 
William Andrew Galanko '83 
Lawrence Henry Gennari '89 
Gregory A. Giordano '74 
Janet Else Goebel 
G. Richard Gold '71 
George I. Gondelman '52 
Earle T. Hale '70 
Brenda Ayres Hart '82 
Robert I. Harwood '71 
Philip J. Hendel '64 
Robert A. Hendel '68 
Elizabeth G. Henry 
Herrmann Family Foundation  
Richard K. Herrmann 
R. Stanley Hudgins '48 
Sarah Shank Hull '84 
Integrated Information Systems 
Brian K Jackson '88 
Robert R. Kaplan '72 
Helen Owen Kellam 
Mary Jo White Kelly '84 
Kindra Lynn Kirkeby '00 
Amy Rollins Kreisler '95 
James Phillip LaCasse '73 
Earl D. Leader Charitable Foundation 
Wayne M. Lee '75 
Michael D. Lubeley '72 
Jon Marshall Mahan '96 
Paul and Becca Marcus 
Matthew Bender & Company 
Stephen Edward McGregor '74 
Edward David McGuire, Jr. '73 
Mead Data Central, Inc. 
Christopher Rowe Mellott '80 
Joseph Thomas Morina '83 
James B. Murray, Jr. '74 
National Regulatory Conference 
National Verbatim Reporters Foundation 
Noland Company Foundation 
Elis Olsson Memorial Foundation 
Stephen Lee Owen '77 
Donald Gary Owens '71 
Sharon E. Pandak '78 
Donald N. Patten 
Andrew Sanford Paul '78 
Walter Land Eva Grace Peak Foundation 
Carol Hill Pickard '79 and 
Richard Randolph Pickard '79 
Richard G. Poinsett '71 
Bolling Raines Powell III 
James Spaulding Powell '85 
Donald Thomas Regan, Jr. and  
Ruth Ryan Regan  
*deceased 
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President and Mrs. W. Taylor 
Reveley III 
Faye F. Shealy 
Peter Shebell, Jr. '54 
Anne Ballard Shumadine '83 
Alice Mildred Simpson 
Smart Technologies 
It It Smith Charitable Trust 
Sony Corporation of America 
Robert C. Stackhouse '51  
President Emeritus and 
Mrs. Timothy J. Sullivan 
James McIntyre Sweet '73 
James Michael Vaseleck '86 and 
Henry McCormick Cochran III 
Richard W. Withington, Jr. '51 * 
J. R. Zepkin '65  
*deceased 
Professor Paul Marcus was appointed the inaugural recipient of the Herbert V. Kelly, Sr. Professorship for 
Excellence in Teaching in 2007. Marcus joined the W&M faculty in 1992 as the Hugh and NoPie Haynes 
Professor of Law. The Kelly Chair will be held for a two-year term by a member of the Law School faculty 
and was made possible by the generosity of Herbert V. Kelly, Sr. B.A.' 41, B.C.L. '43, who was the 
senior partner at Jones, Blechman, Woltz & Kelly in Newport News until his death in 2007. 
Photo by Alan Kennedy-Sheer '09 
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2007-08 DONOR RECOGNITION SOCIETIES 
The George Wythe Society (Gifts of $10,000 or more)  
Alvin Powers Anderson '72 and 
Betsy C. Anderson 
Dorothy Ellett Arthur 
Michael Edward Baumann '79 
David Boles '91 
Jeffrey A. Breit 
Stephen P. Carney '80 
R. Harvey Chappell, Jr. '50 
Derrick Family Foundation 
ergoGenesis 
William Andrew Galanko '82 
Gladys & Franklin Clark Foundation 
Elizabeth Besio Hardin '89 
James Andrew Hixon '79, MLT '80 
Sarah Collins Honenberger '77 and 
Christopher Jay Honenberger '78 
Robert R. Kinser '78 
C. King Mallory III and 
Florence Marshall Mallory 
Jeffrey D. Manns 
Zella L. Mervis 
Meyer & Anna Prentis Family Foundation 
Trustees: Barbara P Frenkel, 
Marvin A. Frenkel, Dale P. Frenkel, 
Ronald P. Frenkel, Tom P. Frenkel, 
Denise L. Brown, Cindy P. Frenkel, 
Nelson P. Lande, Ricki Farber Zitner, 
Mark B. Frenkel 
Bonnie and Charles Wickliffe Moorman 
Joseph Thomas Morina '83 
National Court Reporters Association 
Henry V. Nickel 
Dianne E. O'Donnell '76 
The Walter I. and Eva Grace Peak Foundation 
James D. Penny '83 and 
Pamela Jordan Penny 
James W. Perkins Memorial Trust 
J. Mathews Pope '78 
Donald Thomas Regan, Jr. and 
Ruth Ryan Regan 
Neal John Robinson '92 
Robert E. Scott '68 and 
Elizabeth Shumaker Scott 
David L. Short '64 
Job Taylor III '71 
William Warner Van Alstyne 
Joseph T. Waldo '78 
Martin D. Walsh 73 
Susan Starr Williamson 
William & Mary Public Service Fund, Inc. 
Mrs. Hillsman V. Wilson 
Richard W. Withington, Jr. '51* 
Henry C. Wolf '66 
*deceased 
The President's. Council 	 (Gifts of $5,000 or more)  
Gilbert A. Bartlett '69 
Douglas E. Brown '74 
Richard Brown '74 and 
Judith Cardelli Brown 
Rick L. Burdick '76 
Garen Edward Dodge '82 
A. Robert Doll '51 and 
Mary Stanton Willis Doll 
Anna P. Engh '89 
Epiphan Systems Inc. 
Emeric Fischer '63 
Edward L. Flippen '74 
Mahlon G. Funk, Jr. '75 
Lawrence Henry Gennari '89 
Elizabeth Alexander Gibbs '83 and 
Daniel Allen Gecker '82 
Melanie Godschall '85 and 
Kenneth M. Scheibel, Jr. 
Terry Eugene Hall '86 
Robert I. Harwood '71 
Richard K. Herrmann 
Stephen John Horvath III '84 
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Melissa Jackson Howell '02 and 
Andrew G. Howell '02 
Barbara Louise Johnson '84 
Helen Owen Kellam 
Kindra Lynn Kirkeby '00 
Laura E. Kostel 
Joyce Ann Kuhns '83 
Fernand A. Lavallee '88 
Scott Guthrie Lindvall '86 
Jon Marshall Mahan '96 
Mr. and Mrs. Michael IL McClellan 
Stephen Edward McGregor '74 
Jeffrey Lee Musman '73 
National Verbatim Reporters Association 
David Adam Neiman 
Judith and Robert E. Neiman 
Donald N. Patten 
Carol Hill Pickard '79 and 
Richard Randolph Pickard '79 
Douglas F. Pinter '77 
John M. Pollaro '76 
Gregory A. Presnell 
President and Mrs. W. Taylor Reveley III 
Catherine Josephine Rotolo '08 
John A. Scanelli '72 and 
Brenda Renshaw Scanelli 
Donald W. Seale 
Anne Ballard Shumadine '83 
Roger K. Smith 
Jim and Karen Jones Squires 
Julie Tingwall Thomas '82 
Virginia Law Foundation 
The Dean's Council (Gifts of $2,500 or more) 
Alumni who graduated in the previous 4 years may join for a gift of $1,000 or more; alumni 
who graduated in the previous 5-7 years may join for a gift of $1,500 or more; and alumni who 
graduated in the previous 8-9 years may join for a gift of $2,000 or more. 
Evan E. Adair '75 
Advantage Software 
Paul Ashley Ainsworth '03 
Joanne Jones Allen '92 and 
E. G. Allen III '91 
Sarah Brooke Armstrong '06 
Patricia V. Baker '05 and 
Gilbert L. Baker '05 
Willard Bergman, Jr. '72 
Catherine Mahoney Blue '80 
Edward R. Blumberg '75 
James Matheson Boyd '87 
James Boykin III '04 
Timothy Michael Broas '79 
Joy L. Bryant '03 
Howard J. Busbee '67, MLT '68 
G. David Carter, Jr. '06 
Georgia Branscom Carter '82 and 
Clement Dean Carter '82 
James E. Carter 
Elizabeth Chapman Carver '84 
Robert Harvey Chappell III '90 
Ann Cavazos Chen '91 
Christopher Wren Association 
NoeIle Jean Coates '06 
C. Lacey Compton, Jr. '65  
Melissa Ann Conner '02 and 
Ian Robert Conner '03 
Michael F. Cox '95 
Timothy Andrew Coyle '74 and 
Betty Wade Wyatt Coyle 
David M. Dalke '93 
Andrea L. D'Ambra '03 
H. Michael Deneka '88 
Jeffrey Brian Detwiler '78 
Michael Edward Dick '06 
Eric Lee Dobberteen '73 
David Andrew Domansky '88 
John E. Donaldson '63 
Christopher Kent Dorsey '07 
Mark S. Dray '68 
D-Tools 
Brook A. Edinger '94 
Casey Lynne Ewart '06 
E. Grier Ferguson '77 
Virginia Katherine Fo '87 
Dixon Littleberry Foster '49 and 
Nancy Norris Foster 
Thomas Richard Frantz '73 
Michael Allen Gatje '86 
Martha McGlothlin Gayle '95 
Gregory A. Giordano '74 
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Janet Else Goebel 
Aaron Steven Goldsmith '00 
Susan and David R. Goode 
Jeanne Morrell Harrell '89 and 
Kenneth Wayne Harrell '88 
Brenda Ayres Hart '82 
Leslie A. Hoffmann '74 
Thomas P Hollowell '68 
Michael D. Horlick '73 
Sarah Shank Hull '84 
Hunton & Williams 
Brian K. Jackson '88 
Daron Layne Janis '07 
Golaleh Kazemi '04 
Tal Kedem '07 
Ellen Dassance Kennedy '97 and 
John Benson Kennedy '97 
Robert Milton Kesler '83 
Kathryn Derr Kohler '82 and 
William W. Kohler '82 
John G. Kruchko '75 
Stephen Michael Lastelic '00 
Michael D. Lubeley '72 
Jennifer Ann Maceda '04 
Becca and Paul Marcus 
Mallinckrodt Inc. 
Catherine Millious Marriott '86 
Eric Anton Marie '84 
Nancy Anne McBride '79 and 
William J. Ginivan '78 
Steven William McGrath '74 
William A. McGrath '91 
Lucie Howard Moore '83 
National Regulatory Conference 
Christine Grim and Chris R. Neikirk 
Leila Jacobson Noel '83 
Kevin M. O'Neill '99 and 
Patty Purish O'Neill 
Stephen Lee Owen '77 
Donald Gary Owens '71 
John Elwood Owens '04 
David Parker '85 
Maquiling Bacdayan Parkerson '98 
Shirley V. Pearson 
James A. Penney '83 
Rosser J. Pettit '65 
Richard G. Poinsett '71 
Daniel David Portanova '66 
Anita Owings Poston '74 and 
Charles Evans Poston '74 
Donald T. Regan III '05 
William M. Richardson 
David Charles Rittenhouse '59 
Polly Kay Sandness '07 
Gretchen Mary Santamour '84 and 
Brian Thomas Orrelere '86 
Yama Anthony Shansab '98 
Peter Shebell, Jr. '54 
Marie Elizabeth Siesseger '05 
Sons and Daughters of the Colonial and 
Antebellum Bench and Bar 1565-1861 
Stephanie LuAnn Spirer '06 
W. Laird Stabler III '80 
Stenograph Corporation 
Marta Ruiz Stewart and 
James Thompson Stewart 
Walter B. Stowe, Jr. '74 
Lynne Jean Strobel '88 
President Emeritus and 
Mrs. Timothy J. Sullivan 
Marguerite Hopkins Taylor '91 and 
Marc Andre Taylor '89 
Sean M. Tepe '04 
Jennifer S. Thibodeau '02 and 
Stephen W. Thibodeau '02 
Charles Kent Trible '76 
John Carl Valdivielso '97 
Mark C. Van Deusen '98 
Virginia Louise Vile '05 and 
Keith Richard Wesolowski '03 
Virginia Trial Lawyers Association 
Christopher Michael Was '73 
James M. White III '66 
Matthew C. Widmer '05 
Rodney Turner Willett '90 
Gretchen Marie Wolfinger '84 
Douglas S. Wood '72 
Melvin Reginald Zimm '78 
David Marshall Zobel '83 
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The John Marshall Associates- (Gifts  of $1,000 or more) 
Alumni who graduated in the previous 4 years may join with a gift of $500 or more. 
Peter A and Eileen Alces 
Roger L. Amole, Jr. '68 
Phillip Richard Anderson, Jr. '73 
Sally James Andrews '73 and 
William Chapman Andrews III '73 
Carla N. Archie '95 
Jettie Baker and D. Gregory Baker 
Francis James Baltz '79 
Michael Anthony Baranowicz '77 
Stanley G. Barr, Jr. '66 
Marshall B. Barton '94 
Sam T. Beale '68 
Daniel Alvah Beebe '07 
Megan Eliza Bisk '06 
Anne Elizabeth Bomar '91 
Aaron Samuel Book '99 
Michael R. Borasky '75 
Peter Hartwell Bornstein '80 
William Leslie Boswell III '07 
J. Robert Bray '65 
Samuel Morton Brock HI '81 
Sloan Brooke-Devlin '79 and 
Donald Anthony Gregory '79 
Walter Colby Brown '80 
Gregory Paul Brummett '92 
Theresa Carroll Buchanan '82 
R. Edwin Burnam, Jr. '78 
Dean Lynda Lee Butler 
L. Lee Byrd '88 
Carla Jean Carloni '86 and 
William Michael Cusmano '86 
William Joseph Carter '74 
David Clayton Christian II '98 
Stephanie Rever Chu '92 and 
Michael Paul Chu '92 
Elizabeth Dopp Chupik '92 
Donna Schewel Clark '90 
Stephen John Clarke '06 
Kevin Francis Clines '90 
Daniel Alexander Cody '98 
Thomas P. Cody '91 
H. Vincent Conway, Jr. '73 
Kathleen U. Cook 
Glenn E. and Bonnilyn Corlett 
Cameron N. Cosby '90 
John Nelson Crist '76 
Robert Barnes Delano, Jr. '81 
Jacqueline Ray Denning '76 
Nirav N. Desai '06 
David D. Dickerson, Sr. '68 
Craig Alexander Anthony Dixon '00 
Thomas Edward Doughty '73 
Thomas Harry Dundon '76 
Patrick Eugene During '06 
Lauren D. Eade '06 
Cindy Earhart 
John V. Edwards '92 
Barbara Jean Endres '91 
John B. Evans '71 
William C. Field '69 
Kerry C. Flaherty '94 
Robert Foley Flinn '73 
William M. Flynn '77 
Lauren Elizabeth Freeman '90 
Constance Harriet Frogale '78 
Michael William Garvey '91 
Arthur Evan Gary '83 
Jeffrey Peter Geiger '06 
Patrick Alan Genzler '78 
Gregg Girton '71 
Brian Christophe Goebel '96 
George I. Gondelman '52 
Elisa Joan Grammer '76 
Sarah R. Greene '05 
Stephen Murray Griffith, Jr. '81 
Barbara Swatling Griswold '79 
Connie Karassas Gutierrez '89 
Wendy J. Hahn '95 and 
Andrew Michael 011is '95 
Gregory Alan Hale '78 
Lori E. Harris '00 
H. Roderic Heard '73 
Leonard Claro Heath, Jr. '86 
Deborah Bentley Herzog '97 
Barbara Lorentson Heywood '81 
Joanne B. Hickcox '76 and 
Carl V. Howard '75 
Ingrid Michelsen Hillinger '76 and 
Michael George Hillinger '83 
H. Bradford Hoffman '91 
Michael Joseph Holleran '86 and 
Donna L. Holleran '87 
Lacy Estel Holly '89 
David Pelton Holmes '74 
Mark Joseph Horoschak '76 
Tom Hostutler 
Christopher Edward Howe '86 
Richard Allan Hricik '93 
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Benjamin A. Hubbard '73 
R. Stanley Hudgins '48 
Laura Dawn Hunt '95 
Kathy Davidson Ireland '80 and 
James Frederick Ireland III '80 
John J. Jarosak '85 
Bryce D. Jewett '01 
Chris Carney Johnson '06 
Rhonda Maria Jones '98 
Desiree N. and C. Michael Jordan 
Stephen James Kalista '76 
Kaufman & Canoles 
Sarah F. Kellam 
Mary Jo White Kelly '84 
Robert Thornton Kenagy '77 
Ami Kim '92 and 
Robert William Cell '92 
Ray Webb King '82 
Robert Oliver King '74 
Patricia L. and James F. Koernig 
Claudia DelGross Kostel '92 and 
George Everitt Kostel '92 
Amy Rollins Kreisler '95 
Kruchko & Fries 
James Phillip LaCasse '73 
Marc-Olivier Langlois '96 
Dominic Paul Lascara '86 
Edward Warner Lautenschlager '77 
Fredric I. and Diane Lederer 
Scott James Leonhardt '06 
Rebecca M. Liethen '00 and 
John George Liethen '00 
Mark Lee Lofgren '92 
Jessica Leigh Lynch '92 
R. Shawn Majette '79 
Stanley E. Majors 75 
Deborah and Rick Malbon 
Gary Stephen Marshall 79 
Mary Patricia Mastrobattista '84 
John E. Mauk '02 
Linda J. McDowell '86 
Alexis Ann McLeod '07 
John Thomas McNelis '92 
C. Theodore Miller '78 
Steven Michael Miller '84 
Victor Jay Miller '93 
Marvin Ray Mohney '83 
James Lawrence Murray '79 
Steven Conrad Nelson '85 
George S. Newman '70 
Alan L. Nordlinger 
Raymond Joseph Obregon '97 
Sam C. Olive '05 
Michael Christopher Pacella '07 
Chris Arthur Paul '83 
Gary R. Peet '75 
Karen Waldron Perrine '83 and 
William Chadwick Perrine '83 
Carlene Elizabeth Prince '98 
Jeffrey Van Voorhis Puff '78 
Marc Edward Purintun '00 
Marcia F. Rachy '66 
James B. Rattray '75 
Thomas S. Reavely '71 
Nancy Kucan Reed '84 and 
Mark Norman Reed '83 
Jimmy F. Robinson, Jr. '98 
Gregory Michael Romano '97 
Marc Michael Rose '06 
Robert Vincent Roussos '81 
Martin Johnston Saunders '73 
Lisa L. Schenkel '82 
Jeffrey Melchior Schlerf '91 
Maarten Willem Sengers '93 
Joel H. Shane '71 
Price Mitchell Shapiro '92 
Rand E. Shapiro '72 
Faye F. Shealy 
Scott Kevin Sheets '86 
Valerie Loftin Shevlin '84 
Phillip Aden Short, Sr. '77 
Frederick L. Shreves II '71 
Olinda Elliott Simon and 
John M. Simon 
Allison Cox Skinner '99 
Howard P. Smith '70 
Shane Smith '06 
John D. Sours '69 
Meade Addison Spotts '82 
W. Laird Stabler III '80 
Allan Richard Staley '86 
Allison Marie Stelter '07 
Stenovations 
E. Kendall Stock '64 
Ray C. Stoner '71 
Margaret N. Strand '76 
Mark William Strattner '80 
Barry Michael Taylor '83 
Wilford Taylor, Jr. '78 
Janet Singletary Thomas '92 
Tina Schober Thomas '83 and 
Robert William Thomas '83 
Jane Dandridge Tucker '86 and 
Philip Lee Russo, Jr. '84 
John Joseph Tuozzolo '73 
Kathryn R. Urbonya and 
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Davison M. Douglas 
Vanessa Theresa Valldejuli '87 
James Michael Vaseled '86 and 
Henry McCormick Cochran III 
Amrish Virendra Wadhera '06 
Anne Walsh '97 and 
Adam Werneth Walsh '97 
Mark Bridger Warlick '80 
Elizabeth Marconi Weldon '01 and 
Brian Theodore Holmen '01 
John William Wesley '85 
Brian Patrick Wheeler '98 
Brainerd Hunt Whitbeck III '06 
Jennifer Lee Wier '93 
Kenneth Raymond Wiggins '06 
Laura Daniel Willis '06 and 
Lincoln D. Willis '06 
Evan Michael Wooten '06 
J. R. Zepkin '65 
The St. George Tucker  Associates (g ifts of$500 or more) 
Erin M. Alkire '01 
James Frederick Almand '74 
Steven J. Anthony 
George Asimos, Jr. '85 
George Alfred Aspatore 
Karen L. Atkinson '69 
Albert George Bantlg '83 
R. Gregory Barton '76 
Robert Emmett Battle '84 
Coburn Robinson Beck '98 
John Bowditch Bennett '77 
Frank L. Benser '75 
Walter Benzija '95 
Matthew J. Bissonette '95 
Nelson Adrian Blish '79 
William Lawrence Bowen '03 
Ann Burke Brogan '85 and 
Patrick Michael Brogan '85 
Thomas Wilcox Brooke '90 
Jon William Bruce '69 
F. Prince Butler '68 
Timothy P. Cairns '02 
Dennis Joseph Callahan III '03 
James Y. Callear '75 
Chad A. Carder '02 
Marcia Stuart Ceplecha '94 
Eunice Kim Chapon '99 
Timothy Gerard Clancy '85 
Garland Clarke '48 
Paul Edward Clifford '74 
Michael Ivan Coe '97 
David Lewis Coleman '98 
Peter Charles Condron '87 
Glen Edward Conrad '74 
Judith Mary Conti '94 
J. Thompson Cravens '87  
Caroline Lee Cross '96 and 
Richard H. Cross, Jr. '96 
Lawrence Gordon Cumming '76 
Linda D. Curtis '78 
Leanne Cusumano Roque '94 
Paul M. Davis '98 
John L. Deal '76 
Nancy North Delogu '94 
Beth Schipper DeSimone '84 and 
James Michael DeSimone '85 
Fred B. Devitt, Jr. '60 
Anne Marie Dobson '97 
Alexander M. Donaldson '84 
William Martin Dozier '78 
Timothy Dugan '83 
Michael Durrer '87 
Robert S. Dutro '69 
Katherine Wetterer Eason '82 and 
Carl Edward Eason, Jr. '79 
Kathleen Edge '85 
Eugene Everette Elder '90 
Larry Kent Elliott '81 
Richard Francis Ensor '98 
Marilyn M. Entwisle 
Cheshire Eveleigh '89 and 
Robert J. Eveleigh '88 
Sara Beiro Farabow '90 
Walter S. Felton 
Eugene Albert Ferreri, Jr. '76 
Robert M. Fitzgerald '75 
John R. Fletcher '75 
Richard E. Foster '76 
Andrew Richard Fox '04 
Thomas Edward Francis '82 
C. Jerry Franklin '67 
Francine Elizabeth Friedman '99 
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Jay Robert Fries '79 
S. Leigh Fulwood '83 
Crombie J. Garrett, Jr. '75 
Joseph E Giordano '83 
Rachel C. Goddard '99 
Louanna Godwin Goolsby '95 
Michael George Grable '97 
Anne Gordon Greever '76 
Charles Tayloe Griffith '94 
Susan Sieger Grimm '94 
Rebecca Rawls Habel '75 
Ira Bernard Hall '56 
Marcia Elizabeth Hammer '90 
Sean Patrick Haney '01 
Michael Warren Hassell '81 
Edmund John Haughey '98 
Anne Stuart Hayes '93 and 
Dion William Hayes '92 
Mark S. Hedberg '90 
Philip J. Hendel '64 
James Holahan '83 
Lelia Baum Hopper '74 
Joseph L. Howard, Jr. '68 
Gary Wayne Hudson 
Judy Lyn Humphries '77 
Kathleen Ann Hunter '79 and 
Robert Quentin Harris '79 
Tom Hurlbut 
Christopher Hutton '75 
Michael A. Inman '73 
Edward Lee Isler '87 
Ian R. Iverson '99 
David B. Jackson '75 
Thomas Jefferson IV '98 
Douglas Tucker Jenkins '82 
Donald Peder Johnsen '87 
Jennie Johnson '94 
Robert 0. Johnston '75 
Scot Man Katona '84 
Kevin Martin Kenneally '00 
Scott D. Kennedy '04 
Amanda Gay Kessler '97 
John Harlow Klein '76 
Matthew Sears Klepper '96 
Clarence E. Knight '68 
Owen Alan Knopping '63 
Kenneth A. Krantz '77 
Kenneth H. Lambert, Jr. '59 
Mr. and Mrs. James S. Landes 
S. Craig Lane '78 
Karin Lea Larson '98 
W. Henry Lawrence '82 
John W. Lee 
Wayne M. Lee '75 
Jody Anderson Leighty '93 
Jeffrey Grant Lenhart '87 
Jonathan Jay Litten '85 
Mary Baroody Lowe '91 and 
Jeffrey Alan Lowe '89 
Courtney M. Malveaux '02 
Jerianne Elizabeth Mancini '92 
Leanne D. and Stephen A. Marilley 
Thomas G. Martinchek '94 
Andrea Claire Masciale '94 
Neal McBrayer '89 
Darren Lee McCarty '98 
Susan Jeanine McCue '97 
Patrick Bareille McDermott '77 
John A. McKinney, Jr. '73 
Catherine Meeker '90 
Laura Beth Miller '85 
Tommy E. Miller '73 
Richard Mitchell '74 
Sharron Swenck Mitchell '83 and 
Blair David Mitchell '76 
Joan Turner Morris '77 
Kevin Brian Muhlendorf '98 
Priscilla Hobbs Muhlenkamp '98 
William Gordon Murray, Jr. '73 
Mr. and Mrs. David F. Nickel 
Lisa Erin O'Donald '95 and 
Jonathan C. Ratter '95 
John Brad O'Grady '85 
Sara Towery O'Hara '83 and 
Charles Joseph O'Hara '83 
Brenda Jean Oliver '97 and 
Andrew Thomas Richardson III '95 
Mary Keating O'Neill '74 
Ulku and Masan Ozinal 
Trevor Pardee 
Philip Payne '78 
Jeffrey Joseph Polich '00 
Jay P. Porter '78 
Debra Jean Prillaman '76 
William Taliaferto Prince '57 
Daniel Mercer Pringle '97 
N. Woodrow Pusey '64 
John Wallis Raymond '88 
Wendy Nuckols Reed '92 and 
Christopher Claar Reed '92 
Terri Lee Reicher '86 
Merlin Moulthrop Renne '75 
Leslie Sue Ritts '80 
Kendra Langlois Roberson '03 
Patricia Erikson Roberts '92 
C. Arthur Robinson II '85 
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John K. Roche '04 
Gary Franklin Roth '74 
Karanja Kamau Rouse '98 
Elizabeth E. Rylander '99 and 
Jason C. Rylander '00 
Frank J. Sando '69 
David Alan Sander '85 
Richard Alan Saunders '77 
James Eugene Schliessmann '93 
James Anthony Shapiro '85 
Mary Beth Sherwin '00 
Thomas A. Shiels '64 
Linda Watkins Sorkin '65 
William J. Sullivan '65 
Kris J. Sundberg '76 
Peter Alan Susser '79 
Raymond H. Suttle, Jr. '88 
Howard R. Sykes, Jr. '76 
John Mack Taylor '91 
Lydia Calvert Taylor '80 
Ronald Wayne Taylor '81 
Susan Hektner Terlep '86 
Michael Hunter Terry '82 
James Joseph Thomas II '76 
E. Diane Newsom Thompson '81 and 
C. Gerard Thompson '80 
Ellen Zopff Todia '86 
Colin William Uckert '86 
Lea and Curt Uhre 
G. William Van De Weghe, Jr. '90 
Rachel Elizabeth Van Der Voort '97 
Howard Arthur Van Dine III '87 
Nicoletta 
George Irving Vogel III '01 
Wendy Karen Voss '92 
Mark Richard Walker '83 and 
Perrin Marie Walker 
Bridget O'Keefe Walsh '92 and 
Kevin Denis Walsh '92 
Sean Michael Watts '99 
Rhett Louis Weiss '86 
Mark Weisshaar 
Kenneth Nicholson Whitehurst, Jr. '66 
Gregory P. Williams '82 
Jere Malcom Harris Willis III '84 
Patricia Pritchard Willis '83 and 
Larry David Willis, Sr. '82 
Douglas Edward Wright '82 
James Bryan Wright '82 
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2 0 0 7-08 LAW ALUMNI CONTRIBUTIONS BY 
CLASS YEAR 
1940 
Harold M. Gouldman, Jr.* 
1947 
William Wellington Jones 
1948 
Garland Clarke 
R. Stanley Hudgins 
1949 
Dixon Litdeberry Foster 
1950 
R. Harvey Chappell, Jr. 
Harvey Jacobson 
William Luther White 
1951 
A. Robert Doll 
Thomas G. Martin 
Richard W. Withington, Jr.* 
1952 
George I. Gondelman 
1953 
Robert Wright Stewart 
1954 
Samuel W. Phillips 
Peter Shebell, Jr. 
1955 
Julia Wilkins Willis 
1956 
Ira Bernard Hall 
Montgomery Knight, Jr. 
W. Charles Poland 
1957 
Mrs. John Lee Darst 
William Taliaferro Prince 
1958 
Philip G. Denman 
Frank Vaughan Emmerson, Jr. 
James Asbury Leftwich, Sr. 
Robert Charles Vaughan 
1959 
Charles Riley Cloud 
Brian Brendan Kent 
Kenneth H. Lambert, Jr. 
David Charles Rittenhouse 
John P. Scozzari 
1960 
Fred B. Devitt, Jr. 
A. Overton Durrett 
1961 
Robert B. Cromwell, Jr. 
1962 
Frances Davis Birshtein 
Rexford R. Cherryman 
1963 
Richard S. Cohen 
John E. Donaldson 
Emeric Fischer 
Romayne L. Frank* 
Owen Alan Knopping 
Thomas O'Connor Moyles 
Alan Patrick Owens 
Edmund Lewis Walton, Jr. 
1964 
Allan C. Brownfeld 
Philip J. Hendel 
N. Woodrow Pusey 
Thomas A. Shiels 
David L. Short 
E. Kendall Stock 
*deceased 
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1965 
David P. Beach 
J. Robert Bray 
Johnston Brendel 
C. Lacey Compton, Jr. 
R. Lowell Coolidge 
Roland W. Dodson 
Michael A. Ialongo 
Kevin K. Kent 
Rosser J. Pettit 
Nicholas James St. George 
Linda Watkins Sorkin 
William J. Sullivan 
John R. Tarrant III 
Ronald Burt Zedd 
J. R. Zepkin 
1966 
Stanley G. Barr, Jr. 
William C. Cowardin, Jr. 
B. Dean Lorenz 
Thomas C. Palmer, Jr. 
Daniel David Portanova 
Marcia F. Rachy 
Joel Stephen Shapiro* 
Lloyd C. Sullenberger 
Alfred D. Swersky 
James M. White III 
Kenneth Nicholson Whitehurst, Jr. 
Henry C. Wolf 
Allan D. Zaleski 
1967 
Howard ]. Busbee 
Craig U. Dana 
William S. Francis, Jr. 
C. Jerry Franklin 
Shepherd Fitz-Hugh Lewis 
Burke W. Margulies 
D. Wayne O'Bryan 
Horace A. Teass, Jr. 
1968 
David Joseph Agatstein 
Roger L. Amole, Jr. 
Sam T. Beale 
Mel Pegram Booker, Jr. 
James Allison Boyd 
F. Prince Butler 
Thomas C. Clark 
David D. Dickerson, Sr. 
Mark S. Dray 
*deceased 
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Thomas P. Hollowell 
Joseph L. Howard, Jr. 
Clarence E. Knight 
Frank M. Morton III 
Richard A. Repp 
Robert E. Scott 
Garnette Saunders Teass 
Robert Edward Tomes 
Robert Thomas Wandrei 
William L. Wellons 
1969 
Karen L. Atkinson 
Gilbert A. Bartlett 
Jon William Bruce 
Robert S. Dutro 
Robert C. Elliott II 
William C. Field 
John B. Gaidies 
Frederick P. Grill 
Barry M. Hollander 
James Danford Kemper, Jr. 
David S. Miles 
Frank J. Sando 
John D. Sours 
James A. Swigart 
Douglas D. Walker 
1970 
Michael McHale Collins, Jr. 
Stephen R. Crampton 
R. A. Elmore III 
Thomas E. Haney 
Dennis C. Hensley 
George S. Newman 
Howard P. Smith 
1971 
William R. Bland 
Nicholas John DeRoma 
John B. Evans 
Gregg Girton 
Robert I. Harwood 
Q. Russell Hatch! 
Fred Kennedy Morrison 
Donald Gary Owens 
Richard G. Poinsett 
Thomas S. Reavely 
Marcus C. Scheumann 
Joel H. Shane 
Frederick L. Shreves II 
Leonard E. Starr III 
Ray C. Stoner 
Job Taylor III 
Emmet T. White, Jr. 
1972 
Alvin Powers Anderson 
Michael Itzic Ashe 
Willard Bergman, Jr. 
Peter Michael Dealer 
Wayne L. Edmunds 
Bruce Roahen Harris 
Michael D. Lubeley 
John A. Scanelli 
Rand E. Shapiro 
Douglas S. Wood 
1973 
Phillip Richard Anderson, Jr. 
Sally James Andrews 
William Chapman Andrews III 
Robert E. Bradenham II 
Michael Wayne Cannaday 
H. Vincent Conway, Jr. 
Jerome Aloysius Coyle III 
D. Scott Curzi 
Eric Lee Dobberteen 
Thomas Edward Doughty 
David Strange Favre 
Robert Foley Flinn 
Thomas Richard Frantz 
John Everett Greenbacker, Jr. 
H. Roderic Heard 
Edward Benjamin Hogenson 
Michael D. Horlick 
Benjamin A. Hubbard 
Gary Edward Hughes 
Michael A. Inman 
Stephen Allen Isaacs 
Mark William Korotash 
James Phillip LaCasse 
John A. McKinney, Jr. 
Edward Alan Miller, Jr. 
Tommy E. Miller 
John Norman Moore 
William Gordon Murray, Jr. 
Jeffrey Lee Musman 
David W. Otey 
Richard G. Powell 
Leslie Jay Roos 
Martin Johnston Saunders 
John Joseph Tuozzolo 
Theodore Thomas Van Dam 
Martin D. Walsh 
Christopher Michael Was 
1974 
James Frederick Almand 
Nancy Battaglia 
Douglas E. Brown 
Richard Brown 
William Joseph Carter 
Edward Lacey Chambers, Jr. 
Paul Edward Clifford 
Glen Edward Conrad 
Timothy Andrew Coyle 
Eleanor Spence Dobson 
Richard Gwilym Evans 
Rebecca April Fitch 
Edward L. Flippen 
Greg Burdette Gates 
Gregory A. Giordano 
Leslie A. Hoffmann 
David Pelton Holmes 
Lelia Baum Hopper 
Jerry K Jebo 
Robert Oliver King 
Barbara Buchanan Lewis 
John H. Lhost 
Raymond Bruce Long 
John Carroll McDougal 
Steven William McGrath 
Stephen Edward McGregor 
J. Jerome Miller 
LeRoy Francis Millette, Jr 
Richard Mitchell 
William Edward O'Connell, Jr. 
Mary Keating O'Neill 
Anita Owings Poston 
Charles Evans Poston 
Gary Franklin Roth 
James Harrell Smith 
Walter B. Stowe, Jr. 
Anthony Paul Tokarz 
Sue W. Villarosa 
J. Bruce Walter 
George Lawrence Wells 
1975 
Evan E. Adair 
Daralyn Gordon Arata 
Frank L. Benser 
Edward R. Blumberg 
Michael R. Borasky 
James Y. Callear 
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Louis Kerford Campbell 
Michael Joseph Cassidy 
Edward Timothy Clancy 
Calvin R. Depew, Jr. 
Craig A. Fisher 
Robert M. Fitzgerald 
John R. Fletcher 
Mahlon G. Funk, Jr. 
Jefferson Garnett 
Crombie J. Garrett, Jr. 
Oscar L. Gilbert 
Rebecca Rawls Habel 
Carl V. Howard 
Christopher Hutton 
David B. Jackson 
W. George Jameson 
Robert O. Johnston 
Barbara H. Kamp 
John G. Kruchko 
Wayne M. Lee 
Donald L. Lewy 
Stanley E. Majors 
Charles E. Mandigo 
George Mason III 
John Paul McGee, Jr, 
James A. Metcalfe 
Randal C. Palamar 
Gary R. Peet 
James B. Rattray 
Merlin Moulthrop Renne 
Daniel P Small 
Eugene W. Shannon 
Robert Whittaker 
1976 
Gary Alonzo Barranger 
R. Gregory Barton 
Janet Lynn Brown 
Rick L. Burdick 
David Charles Canfield 
John Nelson Crist 
James Robert Cromwell 
Lawrence Gordon Cumming 
John L. Deal 
Jacqueline Ray Denning 
James Lockhart Dickinson 
Thomas Harry Dundon 
Barbara Jean Faulkner 
Eugene Albert Ferreri, Jr. 
Richard Morehead Foard 
Richard E. Foster 
Glenn Douglas Gillett 
Lawrence Hoyt Glanzer 
Elisa Joan Grammer 
Anne Gordon Greever 
J. Robert Harris III 
Steven Mark Heller 
Joanne B. Hickcox 
Ingrid Michelsen Hillinger 
Mark Joseph Horoschak 
Stephen James Kalista 
Walter L. Kilduff 
John Harlow Klein 
James Albert McAtamney 
Blair David Mitchell 
James Thaddeus Nejfelt 
Dianne E. O'Donnell 
Ellen Katherine Pirog 
John M. Poll= 
Debra Jean Prillaman 
John Michael Renfrow 
Ralph Raymond Riehl III 
Kenneth Thomson Rye 
Charles Aristides Stampelos 
Margaret N. Strand 
Kris J. Sundberg 
Howard R. Sykes, Jr. 
James Joseph Thomas II 
James Amery Thurman 
Charles Kent Trible 
Helene Stacfeld Ward 
James Page Williams 
1977 
Ronald Lloyd Anderson 
Michael Anthony Baranowicz 
Reginald Moore Barley 
John Bowditch Bennett 
R. Barrow Blackwell 
Stephen Craig Conte 
W. Scott Cooper 
Cyrus A. Dolph IV 
E. Grier Ferguson 
William M. Flynn 
David Richard Forbes 
Peter John Goergen 
Robin Cultic Gulick 
Ardath Ann Hamann 
James J. Flanagan 
Jane Dean Hickey 
C. Dennis Hill 
Christopher Jay Honenberger 
Muriel Norbrey Hopkins 
Judy Lyn Humphries 
Margaret Gregory Johnson 
Robert Thornton Kenagy 
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Daniel John Kraftson 
Kenneth A. Krantz 
Janet Rubin Landesberg 
Edward Warner l..autenschlager 
Sally O'Neill Mauldin 
Patrick Bareille McDermott 
Hubert E McKenney, Jr. 
Joan Turner Morris 
Scott Orlo Murdoch 
Anthony Joseph Nicola 
Stephen Philip Ormond 
Stephen Lee Owen 
Michael Daniel Phillips 
Douglas E Pinter 
Michael Ballen Salasky 
Richard Man Saunders 
Darell Lee Sayer 
Phillip Men Short, Sr. 
Richard Raymond Siegel 
Robert E. Smartschan 
Deborah Watson 
Ellen Shelton Weinman 
Robert Kenneth Wise 
1978 
Jane Hi L4• ins Bedno 
William John Boyer 
R. Edwin Burnette, Jr. 
Elizabeth Byrd Carder-Thompson 
Thomas C. Carter 
Charlotte Carter-Yamauchi 
Linda D. Curtis 
Jeffrey Brian Detwiler 
William Martin Dozier 
Wilfred Francis Drake 
Kathleen Simkins Finucan 
Constance Harriet Frogale 
Patrick Man Gender 
William J Ginivan 
Gregory Alan Hale 
Sarah Collins Honenberger 
Elwood Cephus Islet', Jr. 
Richard Chisholm Kerns 
Robert R. Kinser 
John Christian Laager 
S. Craig Lane 
Joseph R. Lassiter, Jr. 
Lynn Lautenschlager 
Thomas Kent Laverty 
C. Theodore Miller 
George Leonard Neuberger 
Sharon E. Pandak 
Philip Payne  
J. Mathews Pope 
Jay P. Porter 
Jeffrey Van Voorhis Puff 
James Alexander Ronca 
Gordon Fitzgerald Saunders 
J. Steven Sheppard III 
Joan Craun Skeppstrom 
Michael R Smythers 
Corinne Moore Stoker 
Ann Katherine Sullivan 
Wilford Taylor, Jr. 
Joseph T. Waldo 
Gre Leland Warner 
Thomas Rollins Watkins, Jr. 
Susan Lynn Watt 
Daniel Richard Weckstein 
Melvin Reginald Zimm 
1979 
Francis James Utz 
Jack Calhoun Basham, Jr. 
Michael Edward Baumann 
Nathaniel Beaman IV 
Richard Swoope Blanton 
Nelson Adrian Blish 
Timothy Michael Broas 
Sloan Brooke-Devlin 
Kevin Michael Brunick 
Dorothy Stassun Costello 
Jonathan Edward Davies 
Carl Edward Eason, Jr. 
Jay Robert Fries 
Alvaro Garcia-Tunon 
Kenneth Vincent Geroe 
Donald Anthony Gregory 
Barbara Swatling Griswold 
Robert Quentin Harris 
James Andrew Nixon 
Kevin Robert Huennekens 
Kathleen Ann Hunter 
R. Shawn Majette 
Gary Stephen Marshall 
Elizabeth Ada Snyder Martineau 
Carol Meth Marx 
Nancy Anne McBride 
Clare Louise McCulla 
James Lawrence Murray 
Walter Butler Palmer HI 
Carol Hill Pickard 
Richard Randolph Pickard 
Martha Gallagher Rollins 
Craig Howard Smith 
Michael Thomas Soberick 
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Peter Alan Susser 
Eric Dwight Whitesell 
Elaine M. Williams 
Robert Williams Wooldridge, Jr. 
1980 
Warren Edward Aldrich 
Anthony Hotchkiss Anikeeff 
Francis Cocke Bagbey 
Joseph Miles Blair 
Karen Lussen Blair 
Catherine Mahoney Blue 
Peter Hartwell Bornstein 
Walter Colby Brown 
L.J. Cantwell 
Stephen P. Carney 
Thelma Young Carroll 
Michael Patrick Cotter 
Gary Wade Crawford 
Ann Kiley Crenshaw 
Dennis Paul Crimmins 
Mark T. Daly, Jr. 
C. Richard Davis 
John Warren Flora 
Martha Didinger Franklin 
Milton Holmes Hamilton, Jr. 
Stephen Duncan Hooe 
James Frederick Ireland III 
Kathy Davidson Ireland 
Catherine-Sylvia Johnson 
Evans Leon King, Jr. 
John Ward King 
Lawrence LeClair 
W. Ross Locklear 
David St. Clair Lowman, Jr. 
R. Douglas MacPherson 
Dorothy Martin McCorlde 
Sandra Jones McNinch 
Christopher Rowe Mellott 
J. Stanley Payne, Jr. 
Smart Alan Pleasants 
Leslie Sue Ritts 
Joseph Michael Rosenthal 
Christine Barlow Simpson 
Donna Jean Snyder 
W. Laird Stabler III 
Mark William Stunner 
Richard W. Stern 
Lydia Calvert Taylor 
C. Gerard Thompson 
Mark Bridger Warlick 
Walter Lawrence Williams 
Richard Ernest Wolff 
Donald Ray Wolthuis 
1981 
Albert P. Barker 
Thomas Andrew Boshinski 
Samuel Morton Brock III 
Raymond Thomas Bules 
James Nystrom Burroughs 
Charles E. Chamberlain, Jr. 
Cynthia Page Cobbs 
T. Andrew Culbert 
Robert Barnes Delano, Jr. 
John Richardson Easter 
Larry Kent Elliott 
Stephen Murray Griffith, Jr. 
Scott Allan Harbottle 
Michael Warren Hassell 
Barbara Lorentson Heywood 
Brian Randall Jones 
Jonathan Bradley King 
John Francis Kroeger 
Richard Anthony Marone 
William Clifford Meili 
Leo Carl Moersen III 
Karen Tent Nickell 
Renae Reed Patrick 
Charles Dandridge Pittman, Jr. 
Robert S. Rausch 
Carol Ann Resch 
Paul John Ritz 
Charles Lewis Rogers 
Robert Vincent Roussos 
Ronald Wayne Taylor 
Norman Allan Thomas 
E. Diane Newsom Thompson 
Keith Boyd Willhelm 
Kevin Turner Williams 
1982 
Mitchell Gerald Blair 
Robert Edward Bourdon, Jr. 
Bradford J. Bruton 
Theresa Carroll Buchanan 
Clement Dean Carter 
Georgia Branscom Carter 
Larry Dean Case 
Garen Edward Dodge 
Katherine Wetterer Eason 
Thomas Edward Francis 
Alan Maurice Frieden 
Brenda Ayres Hart 
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John R. Hunt 
Drewry Bacon Hutcheson, Jr. 
John Maxwell Jeffords 
Douglas Tucker Jenkins 
Daniel Allen Gecker 
Patrick Wesley Herman 
Kathleen Wharton Kane 
Ray Webb King 
Kathryn Den Kohler 
William W. Kohler 
W Henry Lawrence 
John David McGavin 
Jeffry Howard Nelson 
Patricia Mastromichalis Paul 
Janet Joan Lappin Quinn 
William Lambert Stewart Ross 
Loretta Santacroce 
Lisa L. Schenkel 
Douglas Bruce Schoppert 
Meade Addison Spotts 
Michael Hunter Terry 
Julie Tingwall Thomas 
William Joseph Van Houten 
James Patrick Wallbillich 
Jean Penick Watkins 
William Norman Watkins 
Gregory P. Williams 
Larry David Willis, Sr. 
Douglas Edward Wright 
James Bryan Wright 
1983 
Richard Fox Aufenger III 
Albert George Bantley 
Richard Francis Chovanec 
Kaign Noel Christy 
J. Thomas Cookson 
Audrey Jacobsen Copeland 
Cecil Harvey Creasey, Jr. 
Sarah Louise Deneke 
Barry Joseph Dorans 
Timothy Dugan 
Mark George Griffith Ferguson 
S. Leigh Fulwood 
William Andrew Galanko 
Arthur Evan Gary 
Elizabeth Alexander Gibbs 
Joseph F. Giordano 
Bruce Bradford Glendening 
Richard Wayne Gregory 
Edward Roy Hawkens 
Michael George Hillinger 
James Holahan 
Toni Imfeld-Herz 
Robert Milton Kesler 
Donald Thomas Kiley, Jr. 
Ellen M. Kraft 
Joyce Ann Kuhns 
Robert K. Lacy 
Daniel Roger Lahne 
Samuel Alan Landman 
Kevin McCann 
Linda Peek McGavin 
Sharron Swenck Mitchell 
Marvin Ray Mohney 
Lucie Howard Moore 
Joseph Thomas Morina 
Julie Brady Murdoch 
Anne Neal 
Leila Jacobson Noel 
Diane Marie Nugent 
Barbara Swift Odegaard 
Charles Joseph O'Hara 
Sara Towery O'Hara 
Collins Leonard Owens, Jr. 
Chris Arthur Paul 
James A. Penney 
James D. Penny 
Karen Waldron Perrine 
William Chadwick Perrine 
Mark Norman Reed 
Michael Anthony Robusto 
Taye Sanford 
Louise Anna Schmidt 
Harry Benjamin Shubin 
Anne Ballard Shumadine 
M. Katharine Spong 
Sally Lou Steel 
Daniel Peter Stipano 
Barry Michael Taylor 
Robert William Thomas 
Tina Schober Thomas 
Mark Richard Walker 
Patricia Pritchard Willis 
Kenneth Mark Wolfe 
David Marshall Zobel 
1984 
Charles Edward Adkins 
Robert Emmett Battle 
Joseph Raymond Brendel 
Steven Lawrence Brown 
Elizabeth Chapman Carver 
Beth Schipper DeSimone 
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Alexander M. Donaldson 
Michael Robert Doucette 
John David Epperly, Jr. 
Michael John Garvin 
Ann Reardon Gregory 
Paul V. Herzfeld 
Thomas H. Hicks 
Stephen John Horvath III 
Richard Hugh Howard-Smith 
Sarah Shank Hull 
Barbara Louise Johnson 
Scot Alan Katona 
Steven Edward Keller 
Mary Jo White Kelly 
J. Paul Knap 
Raymond John Lillie 
Jerome L. Lonnes 
George Richard Martin 
Margaret Harhan Martin 
Mary Patricia Mastrobattista 
Marsha Dula Matthews 
Eric Anton Mazie 
Deborah Lynn Mellott 
Steven Michael Miller 
Gary Wayne Nickerson 
Nancy Kucan Reed 
Deborah Seaver Roe 
David Scott Rudiger 
Philip Lee Russo, Jr. 
Gretchen Mary Santamour 
Deborah Wood Saunders 
Mark Joseph Schulte 
Valerie Loftin Shevlin 
Julie Anne Stanley 
Steven Harold Theisen 
Virginia Bidwell Theisen 
Jere Malcom Harris Willis III 
Julie Lunceford Witcher 
Gretchen Marie Wolfinger 
Elizabeth Powell Yenta 
Kathy Ann Younkins 
1985 
Stephen Martin Abdella 
Joanne Moloney Adamchak 
George Asimos, Jr. 
Edward Janes Bell III 
Ann Burke Brogan 
Patrick Michael Brogan 
Timothy Gerard Clancy 
Patricia Phelan Davis 
James Michael DeSimone 
Elizabeth Ebner 
Kathleen Edge 
Elizabeth Ellen Ewing 
A. Andrew Gallo 
Melanie Godschall 
Charming Moore Hall III 
Patricia Vaughan Haymes 
John J. Jarosak 
Jonathan Jay Litten 
James Simester Long 
Cecilia M. Lutz 
Howard Taft Macrae, Jr. 
Paul Scholz McCulla 
Jonna Midkiff McGraw 
Laura Beth Miller 
Steven Conrad Nelson 
John Brad O'Grady 
David Parker 
James Andrew Rauen 
C. Arthur Robinson II 
David Alan Sattler 
Mark Charles Sausser 
Steven Lawrence Schooner 
James Anthony Shapiro 
Suzanne P. Stern 
Craig Nicholas Thomas 
Deborah Bosworth Toney 
Michael John Walsh 
John William Wesley 
Wayne Martin Zell 
1986 
John Owen Alderman 
Mark Steven Bader 
Esther Atara Borsuk 
William A. Bridenstine, Jr. 
Carla Jean Carloni 
David Lee Conn 
William Michael Cusmano 
Douglas Paul DeMoss 
Anne C. Foster 
John Charles Garde 
L Allison Garde 
Michael John Gardner 
Michael Allen Gatje 
Mary Gronlund 
Terry Eugene Hall 
Leonard Clara Heath, Jr. 
Michael Joseph Holleran 
Christopher Edward Howe 
Thomas Edward Knauer 
Dominic Paul Lascara 
Scott Guthrie Lindvall 
Catherine Millions Marriott 
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K. Reed Mayo 
Linda J. McDowell 
Michael Lee Moore 
Brian Thomas Ortelere 
Terri Lee Reicher 
C. Ervin Reid 
D. Lee Roberts, Jr. 
Mary Alice Rowan 
Edward Ira Sarfan 
Scott Kevin Sheets 
Allan Richard Staley 
Brian Keith Stevens 
Alan Dean Sundburg 
Susan Hektner Terlep 
Ellen Zopff Todia 
Andrea Caruso Townsend 
Jane Dandridge Tucker 
Cohn William Uckert 
James Michael Vaseleck 
Rhea Louis Weiss 
1987 
Lisa Ann Bertini 
Pamela L. Bower 
James Matheson Boyd 
Paul William Boyer 
Charles Hampton Brown III 
Latane Ware Brown 
Deborah M. Casey 
Peter Charles Condron 
Thomas Humphrey Cook, Jr. 
J. Thompson Cravens 
Stephen Robert Davis 
Barbara Turotsy Del Greco 
Robert Bruce Dickerson 
Erin Sheehey Downs 
Susan Droppleman Duff 
Michael Durrer 
Virginia Katherine Fogg 
David William Goewey 
Donna L. Holleran 
Jack Spain Holmes 
Edward Lee Isler 
Andrew Lynwood Jiranek 
Donald Peder Johnsen 
Colleen Kearns Killilea 
Jon Douglas Klein 
Jeffrey Grant Lenhart 
Derek Leonard Mandel 
Joseph Aaron Miller 
Douglas Lee Sbertoli 
Fay Frances Spence 
Susan Hanley Tilton 
Vanessa Theresa Valldejuli 
Howard Arthur Van Dine III 
James Peppier Winthrop 
1988 
Douglas Allen Anderson 
Samuel Baronian, Jr. 
John E. Basilone 
Lee S. Bender 
Jeffrey Franklin Brooke 
Parker Evans Brugge 
Leigh Ann Bunetta 
L. Lee Byrd 
Ellen Charlotte Carlson 
David Allan Clark 
Annemarie DiNardo Cleary 
Michael James Davidson 
H. Michael Deneka 
David Andrew Domansky 
John Patrick Dougherty 
Robert J. Eveleigh 
Brian Scott Frye 
William M. Furr 
Kenneth Wayne Harrell 
Jonathan Edward Hill 
Diana Hamner Inman 
Brian K. Jackson 
John Marshall Jones 
John Brian Krall 
Keith E. Krusz 
Paul R. Kugler II 
Fernand A. Lavallee 
Timothy Patrick Leary 
Amy Birkimer Mulroy 
Kenneth Gardner Pankey, Jr. 
John Wallis Raymond 
Kevin M. Sargis 
Elizabeth Campbell Sokol 
Lynne Jean Strobel 
P. Diane Travers Stromberg 
Raymond H. Suttle, Jr. 
Lynda G. Thompson 
Robert Edward Trono 
Sarah Sullivan Schimmels 
1989 
Marian Leah Alonso 
Karen E. Berg 
Donald Paul Boyle, Jr. 
Irwin Mark Cohen 
Anna P. Engh 
Cheshire Eveleigh 
Hagen Walter Frank 
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Lawrence Henry Gennari 
Joseph Scott Gerbasi 
Virginia Cook Gerbasi 
Amy J. Greer 
Connie Karassas Gutierrez 
Elizabeth Besio Hardin 
Jeanne Morrell Harrell 
Rebecca Blair Harutunian 
Lacy Estel Holly 
Pamela McDade Johnson 
Martin Niles Korn 
Randolf Krbechek 
James Edward Lady 
Jeffrey Alan Lowe 
Neal McBrayer 
Steven J. Mulroy 
Amy Thatcher Owens 
Larry Wade Schimmels 
Robert Jeffrey Skinner 
Douglas L. Smith 
Marc Andre Taylor 
Susan Stringfellow Walker 
Karen Elizabeth Wendelken 
1990 
Paul David Barker, Jr. 
Mark Peter Barracca 
Timothy Dickens Bastin 
Christopher John Brasco 
Matilda Ann Brodnax 
Thomas Willcox Brooke 
Robert H. Chappell III 
Donna Schewel Clark 
Kevin Francis Clines 
Karen Colmie 
Cameron N. Cosby 
John Van Lear Dorsey 
Eugene Everette Elder 
Sara Beiro Farabow 
Felicia L. Faragasso 
Peter Thomas Fay 
John P. Fendig 
Charles Anthony Fincher 
Donna Esposito Fincher 
Lauren Elizabeth Freeman 
Laura Lee Garrett 
Melinda Sykes Glaubke 
James Burgess Grussing 
Marcia Elizabeth Hammer 
Mark S. Hedberg 
Brenda Williams Holston 
Mary-Lynn Nawrocki Krusz 
Catherine Meeker 
David B. Montgomery 
Timothy Michael Murphy 
Lisette Sell 
Caroline LaCour Smith 
Laura Ogden Stackhouse 
Scott J. Stein 
Michael Carl Tillotson 
Michael William Tompkins 
G. William Van De Weghe, Jr. 
A.John Vollino 
Rodney Turner Willett 
Stephen Sawyer Woods 
1991 
Heidi Wilson Abbott 
E. G. Allen III 
Amy Lapierre Atkinson 
David Marlow Atkinson 
Diane A. Bettino 
John Jerry Bettino 
David Boies 
Anne Elizabeth Bomar 
Ann Cavazos Chen 
Alan Bradley Clark 
Thomas P. Cody 
B.Stephanie Commander 
Judith Ann Corrigan 
Annette Blyler Elseth 
Barbara Jean Endres 
Claudia Barnes Gangi 
Steffanie Nadine Garrett 
Michael William Garvey 
Jon Scott Graft 
Kurt Georg Hammerle 
H. Bradford Hoffman 
David Jay Ignall 
Peter Scott Jordan 
Howard Albert Kwon 
Mary Baroody Lowe 
William A. McGrath 
Melanie Faye Michaelson 
Stephanie Burks Paine 
Wesley Eugene Rice 
Tina Autry Schepker 
Jeffrey Melchior Schlerf 
Charles Harrison Smith III 
John Mack Taylor 
Marguerite Hopkins Taylor 
Robert Vaughan Timms, Jr. 
1992 
Joanne Jones Allen 
Pamela Suzanne Arluk 
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Katherine L. Atkins-Trimnell 
John Calvin Brown 
Gregory Paul Brummett 
Robert William Carl 
Jane S. Chambers 
Michael Paul Chu 
Stephanie Rever Chu 
Elizabeth Dopp Chupik 
Christian Lee Connell 
Timothy Scott Davis 
Katherine Dowd 
John V. Edwards 
Susan Fox 
Steven K. Gerber 
Thomas Joseph Hanrahan 
Dion William Hayes 
Deborah Barr Halyard 
Jeffrey Alan Huber 
Natalia De!canto Jordan 
Ami Kim 
Claudia DelGross Kostel 
George Everitt Kostel 
Caroline Adair Leonard 
Mark Lee Lofgren 
Jessica Leigh Lynch 
Jerianne Elizabeth Mancini 
John Thomas McNelis 
Linda Trees Minor 
Jan Patrick Myskowski 
Roxanne Hansen Oliver 
Matthew). O'Toole 
Abigail Leigh Perkins 
Christopher Claar Reed 
Patricia Erikson Roberts 
Neal John Robinson 
Wendy Nuckols Reed 
Brendan Linehan Shannon 
Price Mitchell Shapiro 
Sandra L. Steinvoorr 
Janet Singletary Thomas 
Chamie Grandy Valentine 
Wendy Karen Voss 
Bridget O'Keefe Walsh 
Kevin Denis Walsh 
Mary Ellen West 
1993 
Belinda A. Bacon 
Lisa Brook Bain 
Christopher Kelly Barry-Smith 
Timothy David Belevetz 
Jennifer Zoe Brooks 
Eric Craig Chasse  
Robert Frederick Church 
Stephanie Michelle Coleman 
Clifton Leland Corker 
James Robert Creekmore 
David M. Dalke 
Michael David DeBaecke 
Charles Harold DeVoe 
Kerry Anne Doyle-Shannon 
Jennifer Lynn Hanrahan 
Anne Stuart Hayes 
Susanna Broaddus Hickman 
Todd James Hooper 
Richard Allan Hricik 
Lawrence Warren I'Anson III 
Karen Joan lzdepski 
Ellen Duffy Jenkins 
Andrea M. Jones 
Robert Charles Juelke 
Jody Anderson Leighty 
Veena Kumari Luthra 
Julie Gages Martin 
Audra Lynn Miller 
Victor Jay Miller 
Nicholas Sean Murphy 
Gregory Keith Richards 
James Eugene Schliessmann 
Sean Stewart Sell 
Maarten Willem Sengers 
Brian Campbell Titus 
Michael Vadner 
John Allen Waldrop 
Jennifer Lee Wier 
1994 
Marshall B. Barton 
Karen C. Bifferato 
Anne Lindgren Blitch 
Marcia Stuart Ceplecha 
Patty F S. Cogswell 
Judith Mary Conti 
Kathleen Philpott Costa 
Jason Robert Davis 
Nancy North Delogu 
Brook A. Edinger 
Kerry C. Flaherty 
W. Scott Greco 
Charles Tayloe Griffith 
Susan Sieger Grimm 
Kim Van Horn Gutterman 
Jonathan Holland Hambrick 
Kathryn Wilson Hambrick 
Margaret Lewis Haymore 
Andrew Michael Herzig 
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Jennifer Ramey Helsel 
J. David Hopkins III 
Jennie Johnson 
Christopher Dikran Koomey 
Robin Vogel Kurz 
David Mitchell Lee 
James Hardwick Lister 
Laura Anne Livaccari 
Thomas G. Martinchek 
Andrea Claire Masciale 
James Preston O'Brien, Jr. 
Debra Bryant Pearson 
Marc Andrew Peritz 
Krista Leigh Pollard 
Jill Marie Presseller 
Leanne Cusumano Roque 
Justin Bayly Smith 
Curt Gudheim Spear 
Gerald Carlyle Wells 
1995 
Paula H. Agor 
Carla N. Archie 
Erica E. Beardsley 
Walter Benzija 
Matthew J. Bissonette 
Christopher Scott Boynton 
Michael E Cox 
Mary Elizabeth Dingledy 
Llezelle Agustin Dugger 
John Anthony Fantauzzi 
Dennis Richard Foley 
Toni A. Friess Millner 
Martha McGlothlin Gayle 
Louanna Godwin Goolsby 
Wendy J. Hahn 
Margaret Frances Hardy 
Scott D. Helsel 
Michael David Homans 
Laura Dawn Hunt 
Terri Jean Keeley 
Erich T. Kimbrough 
Jonathan Hadley Koenig 
Amy Rollins Kreisler 
M. Scott Layman 
Leo Monroe Marsh 
Brooks Patten McElwain 
Jonathan Lee McGrady 
Douglas E. Miller 
Kevin William Miner 
Lisa Erin O'Donald 
Andrew Michael 0llis 
Lori Ann Petruzzelli-Touponse 
Theresa Pulley Radwan 
Douglas Steven Reinhart 
Andrew Thomas Richardson III 
Jonathan C. Rotter 
George Perkins Snead 
Kirstin Mueller Snead 
Matthew David Whitworth 
Julie Elliott Wilmarth 
Erin Masson Wirth 
1996 
Michele Lori Bresnick 
William D. Brick 
Alisa Pittman Cleek 
Laura Mae Conner 
Caroline Lee Cross 
Richard H. Cross, Jr. 
Ann Davis Fairchild 
Steven George Fishbach 
Theodore John Fisher 
E. Paige S. Fitzgerald 
Amy Ryan Fitzpatrick 
Brian Christophe Goebel 
Jason Charles Grech 
Dawn Marie Greco 
Colette R. Gresham 
Christopher Russell Johnson 
Timothy Flynn Kennedy 
Matthew Sears Klepper 
Pamela A. Kultgen 
Marc-Olivier Langlois 
Jon Marshall Mahan 
Jeffrey Laurence Marks 
Christopher Bost Millner 
Courtney Collins Nowell 
Peter Brandon Owen 
Todd M. Ritter 
Nicholas Meade Roegner 
Scarlett Hardy Spence 
Catherine Ann Trinlde 
Kathleen Killen Veteri 
Carolyn Ann W. Whitworth 
1997 
Christopher Ambrosio 
Michael Ivan Coe 
Anne Marie Dobson 
Laura Feltman 
Tosha Yvette Foster 
Sara Lynn Gottovi 
Michael George Grable 
Mark Alfred Henley 
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Deborah Bentley Herzog 
James David Hicks 
David McKee Johansen 
Matthew R. Johnson 
Yvonne Deidre Jones 
Ellen Dassance Kennedy 
John Benson Kennedy 
Amanda Gay Kessler 
Jason Lee McCandless 
Susan Jeanine McCue 
Timothy Patrick Morrison 
Raymond Joseph Obregon 
Brenda Jean Oliver 
Daniel Mercer Pringle 
Jonathon Taylor Reavill 
Gregory Michael Romano 
Richard Harvey Roston 
Kathleen Elisabeth Roth 
Mary L. Schanning 
Ramona Jenny Sein 
Ethan Weston Smith 
Alexander William Stiles 
John Carl Valdivielso 
Rachel Elizabeth Van Der Voort 
Adam Werneth Walsh 
Anne Walsh 
Natalie Daub Wilhelm 
Joni McCray Wiredu 
Cristin Michele Zeisler 
1998 
Anne-Marie M. Anderson 
Ryan David Barack 
Coburn Robinson Beck 
Lisa Jeanette Bray 
Gloria Elite Brooks 
Kristan Boyd Burch 
David Clayton Christian II 
Daniel Alexander Cody 
Jeffrey Alan Cohen 
Matthew Philip Cohen 
David Lewis Coleman 
M. Ann Neil Cosby 
Renee Esfandiary Crupi 
Paul M. Davis 
Sean Paul Ducharme 
Robin Christine Dusek 
Richard Francis Ensor 
Jerald Jordan Gnuschke 
Nathan Robert Green 
Kimberle Hackett Harding 
Edmund John Haughey 
Jonathan Hill 
Thomas Jefferson IV 
Rhonda Maria Jones 
Eliza Hutchison Ketchum 
Ryan Troy Ketchum 
Joseph Shayne Kiefer 
Jeannette Meacham Koonce 
Thomas Colon Koonce 
Sarah Karlsson Korobkin 
Karin Lea Larson 
Kenneth Sebastian Mahieu 
Kristin Loe Mahieu 
Eric Michael Marion 
Darren Lee McCarty 
Kevin Brian Muhlendorf 
Priscilla Hobbs Muhlenkamp 
Mogbeyi Ekeme Omatete 
Maquiling Bacdayan Parkerson 
Carlette Elizabeth Prince 
Jimmy F. Robinson, Jr. 
Danielle Elizabeth Roeber 
Karanja Kamau Rouse 
Monaca Ma Sawyers 
Yama Anthony Shansab 
Melinda Hough Sims 
Kathryn Lamothe Sinniger 
Laura Ann Spector 
Mark C. Van Deusen 
Paul J. Verbesey 
Wendy E. Warren 
Danielle Elizabeth Webb 
Kimberly Mae Welsh 
Brian Patrick Wheeler 
1999 
Aaron Samuel Book 
Paul Martin Breme 
David E. Carney 
Eunice Kim Chapon 
Stacy L. DeWak 
Douglas Dziak 
Charles Edward Ehrlich 
Mark D. Epley 
Francine Elizabeth Friedman 
James Jay Gibson 
Rachel C. Goddard 
Michael Andrew Hyman 
Ian R. Iverson 
Kathleen M. Kedian 
Christine Bannon Lucy 
Christopher Cochrane Matteson 
Scott Daniel McBride 
Kathleen Therese Mulville 
Kevin M. O'Neill 
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Amy E. O'Sullivan 
Heather Stacey Parr 
Ross H. Parr 
Robert Charles Perez 
Stephen Clawson Robertson 
Elizabeth E. Rylander 
Allison Cox Skinner 
Sean Michael Watts 
Richard L. Weber 
2000 
Jessica Rachel Arons 
Kelly Collins Ashby 
IL Joseph Barton 
Elliott Matthew Buckner 
Maria Christina Call 
Raena Smith Close 
Craig Alexander Anthony Dixon 
Angela Dawn Figueiras 
Daniel Charles Gasink 
Aaron Steven Goldsmith 
Amy Kirtland Graham 
Joseph James Grogan 
Lori E. Harris 
Edgar Butler Hatrick IV 
Kristi Garland Hatrick 
Carrie R. Hunt 
Theodore Leonard Hunt 
Kevin Martin Kenneally 
Kindra Lynn Kirkeby 
Stephen Michael Lasrelic 
Erik Richard Lehtrinen 
Bretta Marie Lewis 
John George Liethen 
Rebecca M. Liethen 
Alexander Christian Linn 
Pamela Jenkins Mason 
Dawn Sherman Meisner 
Jeffrey Joseph Polich 
Marc Edward Purintun 
Brian Eric Robinson 
Jason C. Rylander 
Mary Beth Sherwin 
Sandra L Smith 
John McRae Stuckey III 
Kenneth Andrew Walsh 
2001 
Erin M. Alkire  
Mary Sue Busser Backus 
Derek John Brostek 
Adam Casagrande 
Tameka Meshaun Collier  
Lisa Diane Finidea 
Robert Andrew Fisher 
Dana G. Fitzsimons 
Matthew Frey 
Daniel P Graham 
Sarah Dawson Green 
Mark Greenspan 
Sean Patrick Haney 
Jason William Harbour 
James Glenn Harwood 
Emily Anna Hayes 
Brian Theodore Holmen 
Bryson J. Hunter 
Mamie A. Jensen 
Bryce D. Jewett 
Toyja E. Kelley 
Gregory Thomas Lowen 
Martha Lawson McIntosh 
Stacey A. Mollohan 
Jonathan Bray Reed 
Martha Jane Swicegood 
Jason Brett Torchinsky 
George Irving Vogel III 
Elizabeth Martori Weldon 
Monica N. Wharton 
Stephanie Parks Wilkinson 
2002 
Sarah K. Alcock 
C. Seth Askins 
Megan Frodsham Askins 
John W Bagwell 
Todd Rowell Barlow 
Adina D. Bingham 
Matthew M. Bingham 
Timothy P. Cairns 
Chad A. Carder 
Melissa Ann Conner 
Anne C. Dowling 
Thomas W. Edman 
Benjamin B. Fitzgerald 
Andrew Thomas Galbraith 
Brooke E. Geller 
Carole Miller Hirsch 
Andrew G. Howell 
Melissa Jackson Howell 
Jammie N. Jackson 
Michael E. Lacy 
Shawn K. Leppo 
Courtney M. Malveaux 
John E. Mauk 
Tammy L. Meyer 
Robin M. Mittler 
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Eric V. T. Nakano 
Amy Lamoureux Riella 
Michael J. Riella 
Kathleen B. Riley 
Jennifer S. Thibodeau 
Stephen W. Thibodeau 
Sarah V. Toraason 
Erin Turner 
2003 
Paul Ashley Ainsworth 
William Lawrence Bowen 
Tyler G. Brass 
David Gerard Browne 
Joy L. Bryant 
Dennis Joseph Callahan III 
Steven George Carling 
Darren Michael Creasy 
Ian Robert Conner 
Andrea L D'Ambra 
Paul Albert Dame 
Sherrie Dame 
Alicia Davis 
Robert Ray Davis 
Robert Harrison Gibbs 
Jennifer L. Gobble 
Shawn Alan Gobble 
Charles Hathaway Gray 
Kevin Gerard Houlihan 
Daniel Matthias Kincheloe 
Tron S. Kohlhagen 
Emily Lynn Macey 
Amy Joanna McMaster 
Curtis S. Miller 
Emily Zitter-Smith Miller 
Anthony Alexander Mingione 
Benjamin Roland Orye III 
Wilson Clay Pasley 
Ansley Branner Peacock 
P. Andrew Riley 
Kendra Langlois Roberson 
Justin K. Roberts 
Elisabeth Genevieve Sawyer 
Jonathan M. H. Short 
Holland Marie Tahvonen 
Scott Lawrence Weber 
Keith Richard Wesolowski 
Joel William Young 
2004 
Joseph E. Ashman 
David Saunders Blessing 
James Boykin III 
Sarah P. Bridges 
Nathan M. Cihlar 
T Edward Cundick, Jr. 
Emily Pudan Feyrer 
Andrew Richard Fox 
Karen N. Harms 
Jeremy W. Hochberg 
Golaleh Kazemi 
Scott D. Kennedy 
Jennifer Ann Maceda 
A. Tevis Marshall 
Todd H. Muldrew 
Nicholas D. Naum 
Jonathan G. Neal 
John Elwood Owens 
Joshua Daniel Raynes 
John K. Roche 
Seth L. Rundle 
Sarah Belcher Storey 
Sean M. Tepe 
Sarah-Nell Hoffmann Walsh 
Bradley J. Wyatt 
2005 
David M. Babad 
Gilbert L. Baker 
Patricia V. Baker 
Marcus Matthew Bauman 
Carl Stanley Beattie 
Alexander H. Beeler 
Raul M. Bhat 
Michael L. Broadus 
Anne Hamilton Brower 
Heidi M. Brown 
Timothy William Castor 
Caroline B. Fleming 
Jonathan William Garlough 
Sarah R. Greene 
Geoffrey G. Grivner 
Albert C. Guthrie 
Richard P. Hadorn, Jr. 
Stacy L. Haney 
Brian C. Hayes 
Casey Jacob Hemmer 
Joyce A. Hemmer 
Aaron Fredric Kass 
Steven J. Koprince 
Amanda Lee Kurz 
David B. Lacy 
Benjamin E. Ladd 
James P. Langan 
Theodore R. Lotchin 
Joseph John MacAvoy 
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Claire M. Maddox 
Jennifer Lynn Maki 
Beaufort O. Martin 
David P. Mason 
Sean J. Masterson 
Emily J. Cromwell Meyer 
Alexander A. Minard 
Kimberly L. Moore 
Maria L. Mullarkey 
Rachel Wheeler Northup 
Sam C. Olive 
Elizabeth Jae Peiffer 
Kimberly Anne Pietro 
Ian M. Ralby 
Donald T. Regan III 
Margaret Ann Riley 
Brian R. Rosenau 
Yuval Rubinstein 
Marie Elizabeth Siesseger 
Charity N. Simpson 
Andrew M. Skanchy 
Joshua A. Snyder 
John W. Stankiewicz 
David S. Stern 
Benjamin J. Theisman 
Virginia Louise Vile 
Shannon E. West 
Matthew C. Widmer 
Kristine Elizabeth Wolfe 
Leasa M. Woods 
2006 
Sarah Brooke Armstrong 
Joshua Ellis Baker 
Jonathan Wayne Barlow 
Matthew Steven Barndt 
David Austin Baroni 
J. Christopher Bauer 
Megan Eliza Bisk 
Jessica Aber Brumberg 
Samuel Roth Brumberg 
John Nicholas Call 
Kelly Elizabeth Campanella 
Jacqueline Lee Carry 
G. David Carter, Jr. 
Stephen John Clarke 
NoeIle Jean Coates 
Nirav N. Desai 
Adrienne Louise Di Cerbo 
Michael Edward Dick 
Blythe Erin Dillon 
Colleen Rouse Diver 
Patrick Eugene During 
Lauren D. Eade 
Christina Lorraine Eberhart 
James Charles Egan 
Casey Lynne Ewart 
J. Stephen Feinour, Jr. 
Kimberly Grace Finnigan 
Margaret S. Fischofer 
Brian Matthew Flaherty 
Jeffrey Peter Geiger 
Kevin Daniel Gross 
Seth Reed Hansen 
Nicolas Thomas Heiderstadt 
Heather Leigh Hopkins 
Michael Raymond Ioffredo 
Chris Carney Johnson 
Steven James Lacy 
Justin Michael Laughter 
Scott James Leonhardt 
Eric Michael Leppo 
Lamont Demetrius Maddox 
Erin Colleen McCool 
Jess Daniel Melted 
Catherine Susanne Miller 
Catherine Hope Molloy 
Joshua Tyler Morris 
Daniel Victor Mumford 
Geneva Nicole Perry 
Evelyn Rose Protano 
Daniel Hart Ramish 
Marc Michael Rose 
William Bradley Russell, Jr. 
Matthew Adley Shaw 
Shari Diener Shaw 
Shane Smith 
Devin Hallett Snyder 
Brian Russell Soiset 
Patrick Francis Speice, Jr. 
Stephanie LuAnn Spirer 
Jennifer Lynn Stiefvater 
Christopher Davies Supino 
Christine Renee Tollefson 
Amrish Virendra Wadhera 
Laurie Anne Weeks 
Brainerd Hunt Whitbeck III 
Kenneth Raymond Wiggins 
Kevin Scott Wilkes 
Laura Daniel Willis 
Lincoln D. Willis 
Evan Michael Wooten 
Megan Ann Wotherspoon 
Dathan John Young 
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2007 
Tyler Michael Akagi 
Melanie Gayle Augustin 
David Lee Beck 
Daniel Alvah Beebe 
Alexander Carlton Blumenthal 
William Leslie Boswell III 
Ryan William Browning 
F. Elizabeth Burgin 
Kathryn Suzanne Burnett 
Casey Joseph Butterly 
Tiffany Lynn Carwile 
Harry Hancock Clayton 
Margaret Ellyn Collins 
Christopher Kent Dorsey 
William Yates Durbin 
Robert James Eingurt 
Miae Nora Garcia 
Rachel Gedid 
Matthew David Getty 
B. Shawan Gillians 
Joshua T. Greer 
Ian Shimon Hoffman 
Jason Michael Hopkins 
Damn Layne Janis 
Jacquelynne Michelle Jordan 
Tal Kedem 
Svetlana Khvalina 
Paul Anthony LaFata 
Erin Elizabeth LaRuffa 
Amy Jane Liesenfeld 
Thomas Chisman Martin 
Janet Sadler McCrae 
Alexis Ann McLeod 
Kim Teresa Moninghoff 
Chara Michelle Moore 
Amanda Spruill Moorman 
John Wickliffe Moorman 
Melissa Anne Mott 
Richard William Neely 
Carolyn Todd Nichols 
Edward Kelley Nickel 
Maryann Patricia Nolan 
Michael Christopher Pacella 
Reese Arvid Pearson 
Michael Paul Pegman 
Linda Marie Quigley 
Christina Marie Lillie Revels 
Matthew Roessing 
Daniel D. Rounds 
Polly Kay Sandness 
Allison Nicole Sawyer 
Marilyn Martha Seide 
Blake Douglas Skogland 
Andy Smith 
H. Van Smith 
Michael David Spies 
Allison Marie Stelter 
Eric King Stodola 
Paul Edward Sumilas 
Courtney Bennett Svajian 
Meghann Cathleen Thomas 
Elizabeth Srutts Thompson 
Mason James Wann 
John Kyle Warren 
Julia Christine Webb 
Jared Scott Wiesner 
Katie Ann Young 
2008 
Members of the Class who 
have made gifts or pledges. 
Darren James Abernethy 
Megan Elizabeth Alexander 
Wesley David Allen 
Kyle Richard Bahr 
Ann Meredith Battle 
Sean Haig Bedrosian 
James Jackson Bilsborrow 
Jonathan B. Bolls 
Ryan Richard Brady 
David Thomas Bules 
Nora Elizabeth Burke 
Aida Rosalie Carini 
Megan Leigh Clark 
Thomas Alexander Cloud 
Kathryn Bridget Codd 
Sarah H. Cohn 
Jennie Gardner Cordis 
Wendy Brooke Degerman 
James Matthew DelesDernier 
Lauren Rose DeMauro 
Gregory Vincent Demo 
Layne Marie Dreyer 
Joycelyn Jeanette Eason 
Emily Elizabeth Eineman 
Megan Meredith Erb 
William Norbert Federspiel 
Matthew P. Forgue 
Shalanda Nicole Franklin-Verdell 
Sarah Ashleigh Fulton 
David S. Galeski 
Christopher Bennett Ghio 
Kathleen McBride Ginivan 
Cara Margaret Goeller 
Douglas Griswold 
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Karen Rowell Gurth 
Carrie Margaret Harris 
William Maury Hildbold 
Shana Ann Hofstetter 
Diana Clarkson Ho11 
Laura Leigh Hopkins 
Meghan Colleen Horn 
Timothy Scott Hoseth 
Brian Charles Ivy 
Megan Elizabeth Kaufmann 
Adam Wesley Kersey 
Andrew Ferrieres Knaggs 
Kristin Nicole Koernig 
Daniel Gerard Kruger 
Sarah Goette Landres 
Kathryn Anne Lawrence 
Anne Hillary Lee 
Christopher Lee Lindsey 
Evan Russell Manning 
Amy Marie Markopoulos 
Angelaine Harmonic Mason 
David Chance Massie 
Bradford Paul Meacham 
Katy M. Mikols 
Courtney Anne Miller 
John Joseph Miller II 
Sarah B. Miller 
Scott Cochran Miller 
Robert Joseph Noble 
Amanda Elizabeth Owens 
Kelly Joanne Pereira 
Lawrence J. Perrone 
David Alexander Peters 
Nathan Allan Pollard 
Alisson Olivia Pouille 
Matthew David Purcell 
Bindhya Jennifer Reuben 
Emily Patricia Reuter 
Bradley Allan Ridlehoover 
Thomas Eugene Robertson 
Isaac Benjamin Rosenberg 
Barbara Ellen Rosenblatt 
Kimberly Mary Rosensteel 
Catherine Josephine Rotolo 
Catherine Diana Rylyk 
Mark Douglas Sameit 
Armita T. Schacht 
Andrew Winfield Scott 
Kia Latrice Scott 
Michele L. Slachetka 
William Wiley Sleeth 
Loren Christine Smith 
Tara Ann St. Angelo 
Jesse Austin Alexander St. Cyr 
Victoria Lynn Starks 
Aaron Ward Stewart 
Jason Lee Stickler 
Alison Drew Stuart 
Matthew Alan Stuart 
Stephen George Svajian 
Leigh Davis Thelen 
Matthew August Thiel 
Robert McClain Thomas 
Bryan Wayne Thompson 
Joy Anastasia Thompson 
Christina T. Trotta 
Megan N. Tumi 
Lindsey Robinson Vaala 
Sarah Kate Valenta 
Andrae Jovan Via 
Julie Ann Wenell 
Shukita LaVonda Whitaker 
Jennifer Catherine White 
Thomas Joseph Whiteside 
Joshua Steven Whitley 
Kimberly Ann Wilson 
Kate Elizabeth Yashinski 
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According to a spring 2008 study, our student-edited journals rank among the most-
cited legal publications. The WM Law Review ranked as the 20th most-cited journal 
in an evaluation of more than 1,000 U.S. and selected non-U.S. legal periodicals; 
the WM Bill of Rights Journal ranked as the 4th most-cited constitutional law journal; the 
WM Environmental Law and Policy Review ranked as the 9th most-cited environmental, 
natural resources and land use journal; and the WM Journal of Women and the Law ranked as 
the 3rd most-cited law journal for gender, sexuality, and women's issues. 
Photo by JW Donahue. 
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PERCENT PARTICIPATION OF CLASSES 
BY GRADUATION YEAR 
YEAR 
CLASS 
TOTAL 
# 
MAILABLE 
# 
DONORS 
% 
PARTICIPATION 
1940 $ 	 300.00 1 1 100.00% 
1947 $ 	 200.00 2 1 50.00% 
1948 $ 	 2,500.00 4 2 50.00% 
1949 $ 	 2,500.00 3 1 33.33% 
1950 $ 45,710.22 9 4 44.44% 
1951 $ 35,200.00 9 3 33.33% 
1952 $ 	 2,000.00 7 1 14.29% 
1953 $ 	 300.00 5 1 20.00% 
1954 $ 	 3,200.00 6 2 33.33% 
1955 $ 	 100.00 10 1 10.00% 
1956 $ 	 650.00 13 3 23.08% 
1957 $ 	 525.00 7 2 28.57% 
1958 $ 	 525.00 7 4 57.14% 
1959 $ 	 4,125.00 14 5 35.71% 
1960 $ 	 750.00 10 2 20.00% 
1961 $ 	 100.00 13 1 7.69% 
1962 $ 	 200.00 12 2 16.67% 
1963 $ 	 8,600.00 17 7 41.18% 
1964 $ 12,800.00 16 6 37.50% 
1965 $ 10,881.08 30 14 46.67% 
1966 $ 33,550.00 41 12 29.27% 
1967 $ 	 4,920.00 38 8 21.05% 
1968 $ 23,507.98 56 19 33.93% 
1969 $ 11,630.23 49 15 30.61% 
1970 $ 	 2,850.00 45 7 15.56% 
1971 $ 29,770.00 51 17 33.33% 
1972 $ 14,776.00 48 10 20.83% 
1973 $ 43,151.00 127 37 29.13% 
1974 $ 47,150.00 142 40 28.17% 
1975 $ 27,734.20 127 39 30.71% 
1976 $ 42,098.75 130 47 36.15% 
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YEAR 
CLASS 
TOTAL MAILABLE DONORS PARTICIPATION 
1977 $ 49,271.66 144 45 31.25% 
1978 $109,996.64 134 45 33.58% 
1979 $207,948.33 135 38 28.15% 
1980 $ 27,420.31 140 48 34.29% 
1981 $ 	 11,704.41 148 34 22.97% 
1982 $ 33,875.00 150 42 28.00% 
1983 $ 95,347.00 178 64 35.96% 
1984 $ 35,220.00 173 47 27.17% 
1985 $ 22,125.00 162 39 24.07% 
1986 $ 28,866.64 159 42 26.42% 
1987 $ 14,675.00 158 34 21.52% 
1988 $ 23,500.00 185 39 21.08% 
1989 $ 28,775.00 175 30 17.14% 
1990 $ 	 16,481.38 179 40 22.35% 
1991 $ 25,735.00 203 35 17.24% 
1992 $ 21,184.68 190 47 24.74% 
1993 $ 12,552.46 183 38 20.77% 
1994 $ 13,402.50 196 38 19.39% 
1995 $ 14,860.00 170 41 24.12% 
1996 $ 13,358.70 169 31 18.34% 
1997 $ 18,040.00 166 37 22.29% 
1998 $ 25,447.15 172 54 31.40% 
1999 $ 10,883.30 178 28 15.73% 
2000 $ 20,490.00 168 35 20.83% 
2001 $ 	 8,350.00 161 31 19.25% 
2002 $ 13,385.00 179 33 18.44% 
2003 $ 12,875.08 172 38 22.09% 
2004 $ 11,650.00 192 25 13.02% 
2005 $ 13,830.00 186 59 31.72% 
2006 $ 19,956.99 203 72 35.47% 
2007 $ 15,397.34 205 67 32.68% 
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BY GRADUATION YEAR 
The Class of 1940 has a participation rate of 100%. 
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2007-08 FRIENDS OF THE LAW SCHOOL 
Billy Abbott 
Ann Morse Abdella 
Rebecca N. Adair 
Nicholas D. Adamchak 
Jeannette Adkins 
Eugenia M. Agatstein 
Larry Agne 
Brian Agor 
Jenny Akagi 
Peter A. and Eileen Alces 
Anderson Bradford Alcock 
Mary Richardt Alderman 
Tena Marie Alexander 
Gerry and John Allen 
Cynthia Flood Almand 
Ramiro Alonso 
Jane Smith Anderson 
Marilyn Rogers Anderson 
Mary A. Anderson 
Mary D. and Loren T. Anderson 
Rebecca Anderson 
Steven J. Anthony 
Joseph Owen Arata 
Nancy and Robert Archibald 
Peter Armstrong 
Gerard Arnone 
Dorothy Ellett Arthur 
Charles Benjamin Ashby, Jr. 
Mitzi Adman Ashe 
Patricia and Joseph Ashman 
George Alfred Aspatore 
Angus B. Atkins-Trimnell 
David Augustin 
Kathleen A. Ayres 
Scott Backus 
Jason Bacon 
James Benedict Bain 
Timothy S. Baird 
D. Gregory Baker 
Jerrie Baker 
B. J. Balm 
Elizabeth K. Bantley 
Lynda Beth Barack 
Mary K. Barker 
Hattie C. Barley 
Maggie Keating Barlow 
Jayne W. Barnard and John C. Tucker 
Anne Haynes Barr 
Christi Barranger 
Lori Ann Barry-Smith 
Polly Scott Bartlett 
Suzanne F. Barton 
Patricia Basilone 
Terri Baumann 
Laura Wellborn Beach and Todd Alan Beach 
Beverly W. Beale 
Catherine Morse Beaman 
Lewis S. Beardsley 
Jennifer Beck 
Lindley Wellons Beck 
Anne J. Beckley 
Gretchen L. G. and Ryan P. Bedell 
Edward Bedno 
Janet Bedrosian 
Julianne T. Belevetz 
Meredith J. Bell 
Jane Green Bender 
William J. Beneke 
Donald Richard Bennett 
Lisa Burkhard Bennett 
Sharon Willoughby Benser 
Lisa M. Benzija 
Betsy Biros-Bules 
Oscar Brandeis Birshtein 
Mary Jennifer Blackmon 
Elizabeth Scott Blair 
Larry Blake 
Sarah Ford Bland 
Elizabeth L. Blanton 
Debra D. Blish 
James Daniel Witch IV 
Iliana Blumberg 
Kenneth M. Bogus 
DiAnn Borasky 
Linda Upham Bornstein 
Anne M. Boshinski 
Jennifer S. Boyd 
Karen Cederstrom Boyd 
Heather V. Boynton 
Marget Loftheim Bradenham 
Katherine Anne Brasco 
Marra Piazza Brass 
Debra Susan Bray 
Jane Kremer Bray 
Jeffrey A. Breit 
Mary Ann Brendel 
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Sue August Bridenstine 
Jason M. Bridges 
Julia M. Broas 
Marsha Brock 
Amy B. Smoke 
Amanda G. Brown 
Arch M. Brown, Jr. 
Donna Kleine Brown 
Escha Jeannette Brown 
Judith Cardelli Brown 
Solveig Brownfeld 
Barbara Edmonson Bruce 
Silvia Fernandez Brugge 
Vincent E Bru L.Ler II 
Laraine M. and Charles Brumberg 
Kim L. Brummett 
Kathy Kitchen Brunick 
Raymond E. Bruns 
Rebecca Jenkins Bruton 
Thomas M. Buchanan 
David Bunetta 
Vincent Burakiewicz 
Sharon Foster Burdick 
Stephen J. Burgess 
Carol and Bill Burnett 
Barbara Edwards Burnette 
Mary Whitt Busbee 
Erika Weiss Butler 
Dean Lynda Lee Butler 
Dorothy Ellen Fisher Byrd 
Timothy Colin Call 
Mildred 0. Callear 
Marsha Kays Campbell 
Rixey Smith Canfield 
William Carroll 
James E. Carter 
Kieran Kilcullen Carter 
Monica Anne Carter 
Nancy McKaig Case 
Martin Francis Casey 
Koneta Lodge Cassidy 
Christopher Ceplecha 
Fredric D. Chanania 
Donna T. Chandler 
Eric Chapon 
Dawn Angela Del Vecchio Chasse 
Clement Chi-Ping Chen 
Jill Christian 
Jean E. Christy 
Ronald L Chupik 
Gretchen A. Clancy 
Elizabeth A. Clark 
Gary Alvin Clark 
Lois Concini Clark 
Josephine Cornell Clarke 
Patrick Roger Cleary III 
Jan Cloud 
Henry McCormick Cochran III 
Mary Ellen Cody 
Dale H. Cohen 
Kathy L. Cohen 
Barbara Collins 
Ellen Hucke Collins 
Mary Ann Conrad 
Gynetha Coxwell Conway 
Kathleen U. Cook 
Melinda Cowherd Cook 
Carole Bazarian Cookson 
Lynne Coolidge 
Alice Critzer Cooper 
Loren Copeland 
Alice Kelly Corker 
Glenn E. and Bonnilyn Corlett 
Michele A. Cosby 
Jim Costello 
Casey Cothran 
Linda Kaye Cotter 
Monique Xenia Couppas 
Connie Marie Cowardin 
Bonnie Lee Coyle 
Susan Comstock Crampton 
John Gregory Crandall 
Joseph Craugh 
Raquel Penalver Cravens 
Susan Norris Creasey 
Susan Brock Creekmore 
Clarke Crenshaw 
Jane H. Crimmins 
Barbara Heflin Cromwell 
Cindy Kaye Currence 
W. R. Scott Curtis, Jr. 
Melody Ann Curzi 
Mark J. D'Ambra 
Mary Holland Dana 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Daniel 
H. Jackson Darst 
Nancy Davidson 
Lloyd R. Davis 
Patricia Goding Davis 
Tricia Davis 
Gaye Mitchell Deal 
Kathryn Wemmers DeBaecke 
Karen and Dwight Degerman 
Mary Ann S. Delano 
Aileen De Los Rios 
Barbara DeMoss 
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Jane Bowden Denman 
Kennet Ann-Roy Depew 
Sandra Marie DeRoma 
Cynthia Desler 
Karen Detwiler 
Betty Devitt 
Jennifer M. DeVoe 
Nancy Dickerson 
Vicki Sams Dickinson 
Hilary Grant Dixon 
Cheri Glenn Dobberteen 
William J. Dobson, Jr. 
Sarah Ryan Dodge 
Mary Pastore Dolph 
Georgia Donaldson 
Sue Marshall Donaldson 
Elizabeth Potter Doucette 
Eleanor Cotter Dougherty 
Mary Beth Doughty 
Clyde W. Downs 
Jan Kafka Dozier 
Jonadell Pascoe Dray 
Nicholas P. Drozdoff 
Cameron John Duff 
Karen Richardson Dugan 
Alan K. Dugger 
Laurie Ann Duncan 
Leah A. Dundon 
David D. Dunn 
David P. Durbin 
Sue Dorsey Durrett 
Nancy Webster Dutro 
Cindy Earhart 
Tabitha J. Edman 
Anita Louise Edmunds 
Sheila Edwards 
Jane Elliott 
Jean Seymour Elliott 
Judy Abner Elmore 
Jane O. Emmerson 
Randall Emry 
Charles A. Engh, Jr. 
David Andrew English 
Marilyn M. Entwisle 
Karen J. Evans 
Mary Anderson Evans 
Samuel Edward Fairchild III 
Cara Fantauzzi 
Ford Franklin Farabow III 
Gregory G. Faragasso 
Timothy Benton Fariss 
Martha Eisenhart Favre 
Margaret Feinstein 
Walter S. Felton 
Jennifer Crawford Fendig 
Karen A. Ferguson 
Nancy Kelly Ferguson 
Linda Barlow Ferreri 
Jorge Figueiras 
Perry Harschutz Field 
Bernice Fischer 
Marion B. Fitzgerald 
Scott John Fitzgerald 
Linda Copeland Fletcher 
Kathryn Thompson Flinn 
Pearcy L. Flippen 
Janice W. Flora 
Samantha Francis Flynn 
Betsy Foard 
Robert William Fogg 
Nancy Norris Foster 
Carolyn Andrews Francis 
Laura Diane Frank 
Nancy Spady Franklin 
Dianne Boffa Frantz 
Ann Olivia Frenke 
Beverly G. Frieden 
Annette Rooney Fries 
Catherine B. Fritzius 
Marijke Frye 
Cynthia Thomas Funk 
Mrs. Kyle Tabor Furr 
Frances Jacob Gaidies 
Paulette Galanko 
Martin D. Gallivan 
Susan DePue Gallo 
Raul Octavio Gandara 
Robert Gangi 
Therese E. Gardner 
Elizabeth Cochran Garnett 
Deborah Noone Garrett 
Kathryn Sue Garvey 
Amy Rankin Garvin 
Virginia Callahan Gasink 
Leslie Gates 
Malisa M. Gatje 
Albert Lloyd Gayle 
Kristy Archer Geiger 
Joel Gemmell 
Denise Pelletier Gennari 
Eileen Genzler 
B. Glenn George and Gene R. Nichol 
Sue Ellen S. Gerber 
Martha Geroe 
Karen Sue Remington Gillett 
Diane Giordano 
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Mary Anne Glanzer 
Cecile Genevieve Glendening 
Joanna L Gluckman 
Janet Else Goebel 
Rebecca Anne Goebel 
Megan and Bill Goeller 
Joann E. Goergen 
Sarah Maddocks Goewey 
Susan and David R. Goode 
Allen C. Goolsby 
Susan P. and Peter K. Gottfried 
Suzanne Gra ble 
Diane Roberson Graft 
Michael Allen Grant 
Beverly Gray 
Michelle Dobkin Grech 
Joseph Del Greco 
Kate Green 
William Green 
Sarah Zimmerman Greenbacker 
Amy Greer 
Scott D. Gregg 
Doran Virginist Gresham 
Jane Griffith 
Kris D. Grimm 
Hector W. Griswold, Jr. 
Jordan Grossman 
Susan S. Grover 
Arthur J. Gutierrez 
Adam Gutterman 
Mr. and Mrs. Michael A. Haas 
Barbara Hale 
Carolyn B. Hall 
Patti L. Hall 
Kathryn Nunneley Hamilton 
Vivian Hamilton 
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hammerle 
Martha D. Haney 
Ann W. Harbottle 
Adlai S. Hardin 
Andrew Harding 
I. Trotter Hardy, Jr. 
Patricia Shea Harris 
Albert T. Harutunian III 
Kimberly Harwood 
Suzanne B. Harwood 
Mary Hassell 
Gladys Bulwinkle Hatchl 
Carol Valtin Hawkens 
William H. Haymes 
Todd Haymore 
Kimberly Carden Heath 
Lois P. Hedberg 
Margaret B. Heiberg 
Barbara Roberts Heller 
James S. Heller and Janet L. Crowther 
Joy G. Hendel 
Kimberly A. Henderson 
Adrienne Hensley 
Kathleen May Herman 
Richard K. Herrmann 
Gregory Herz 
Barbara Herzfeld 
Laura A. Heymann 
David Arms Heywood 
Phillip Hickman 
Heidi Hicks 
Susan McNamara Hill 
Paul W. Hillyard III 
Betsy W. Hirsch 
Donna and Robert Hodgman 
Carleen Hoffman 
Sarah Hoffman 
Jean E. Hogenson 
Stacey Hamman Holahan 
Rick C. Holden 
Lyttleton Hollowell 
Jennifer R. Holly 
Anne D. Holmes 
Susan Chamlee Holmes 
Michael Holston 
Tien Homans 
Tara B. Hooper 
Lawrence David Hopkins 
Sally Morris Hopkins 
Mary Heusel Horlick 
Margaret Ruffin Horvath 
Sue and Jim Hoseth 
Tom Hostutler 
Ann C. Howard 
Susan C. Howard-Smith 
Pam Hricik 
Kurt Hruneni 
Mary Y. Hubbard 
Diana Headley Huber 
Gary Wayne Hudson 
Jessica Putnam Hughes 
Larry H. Hull 
Diane Hunt 
Tom Hurlbut 
Sallie Hutcheson 
Carol Ann Hutchinson 
Lynne Jones Hutton 
Sally B. I'Anson 
Randal Inman 
Brandt Smith Isaacs 
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Kimberly Dowell Isler 
Claire Stronski Isley 
Erich Izdepski 
Deborah Knopp Jackson 
Tammy Jackson 
Renee Jacobson 
Alice Tsaras Jameson 
Heather Janis 
Sarah Jebo 
Teresa Virginia Jefferson 
Anne T. Jeffords 
Catherine Genevieve Jenkins 
Elizabeth and Stephen Jenkins 
Kathleen Page Jenkins 
Paul Christopher Jenkins 
Elizabeth Updike Jiranek 
Chrisanne Johansen 
Gretchen Gaudes Johnson 
James A. Johnson 
Anne F. Jones 
Martha M. Jones 
Desiree N. and C. Michael Jordan 
Laura P. Juelke 
Arthur J. Kamp 
John R. Kane 
Lindsay Rachel Kaplan 
Robert E. Kaplan 
Elizabeth W. Katona 
Helen Owen Kellam 
Sarah F. Kellam 
Virginia Fairhurst Keller 
Tamie Barnett Kelley 
Chris Kelly 
William R. Kelly 
Gisela E. Kemper 
Beth Biller Kenagy 
Anne Kent 
Fumie Hirayama Kent 
Linda Kerns 
Carmen Kilduff 
Maria DiBella Kiley 
Laurel Kimbrough 
Kathleen W. Kincheloe 
Dorothy Newton King 
Kathryn P. King 
Diane King-Lee 
Karen Wagner Kinser 
Karl Martin Kirkeby 
Jeffrey Michael Klein 
Rozalyn Klein 
Carolyn Ruth Knight 
Jeraline Seelinger Knight 
Margaret D. Knopping 
Patricia L. and James E Koernig 
Katrina Koomey 
Lynda Korotash 
Laura E. Kostel 
Patricia Gleason Koval 
Alison Elizabeth Kowalski 
Lynn Wagner Kraftson 
Josephine U. Krantz 
Gail Krbechek 
Nevin Kreisler 
Maureen Kroeger 
Ginger Kruchko 
Lori Triff Kugler 
William J. Kurz III 
 Susan G. Laager 
Betta and John Labanish 
Lynda M. LaCasse 
Cathy Secours Lacy 
Polly Lady 
Katharine H. Lahne 
Martha Anne Lambert 
Nancy Lammers 
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson P. Lande 
Mr. and Mrs. James S. Landes 
Philip Landesberg 
Rachel B. Landman 
Nancy Elizabeth Lane 
Michelle Langlois 
Shadi Lascara 
Pamela Guntherberg Lassiter 
Lisa Lavallee 
Kathryn A. Lawrence 
Melissa Leatherman 
Fredric I. and Diane Lederer 
Hillary Masters Lee 
John W. Lee 
Greg Lehman 
Richard L. Leighty, Jr. 
Brenda J. Lenhart 
Holly Williams Leppo 
Rita and John Lethert 
Matthew Levy 
Ann Brooke Lewis 
James Earl Lewis 
Dorothy Rothman Lewy 
Cynthia Kocher Lhost 
Pamela J. Lilly 
Lisa Riley Lindvall 
Patricia Haefs Lister 
Kathryn Kostel Linen 
James A. Livingston 
Estelle H. Locklear 
Michael F. Loffredo 
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Joy Smith Long 
Mary S. Long 
Laurel B. Lonnes 
Karen Moore Lorenz 
Suzanne Kossan Lowman 
Gail White Lubeley 
James Ernest Ludwig 
A. Michael Lussier 
Catherine B. Mabry 
Christina MacDowell 
Steven Maceda 
Elizabeth Mackenzie 
Karen Mahan 
Diana Eckles Majette 
Deborah and Rick Malbon 
C. King Mallory III and 
Florence Marshall Mallory 
Mary Malveaux 
Joanne Mandel 
Lori Ann Mandigo 
Jeffrey D. Manns 
Becca and Paul Marcus 
Leanne D. and Stephen A. Marilley 
Deborah Lynn Marks 
Sandra J. Marone 
Carrie Land Marsh 
Karen Marshall 
Louanne Martin 
Stephen W. Martin 
William Henry Martineau 
T. Montgomery Mason 
Mark Edward Matthews 
Lemuel E. Mauldin III 
Amy-Ann Mayberg and Jeremy P. Mayberg 
Lisa Mayo 
Linda Maxie 
Jennifer McBride 
Christine Contois McCann 
Heather C. McClellan 
Mr. and Mrs. Michael R. McClellan 
Masson Ross McCorkle, Jr. 
Barbara S. McCulla 
Elaine Golbeck McDermott 
Mr. and Mrs. Steve McDonald 
Michael Leon McElwain 
Diane McGee 
Carol D. McGrath 
William McIntosh 
Dorothy Heywood McKenney 
Carol A. McKinney 
Thomas W. McNinch 
Lara Beth Meekel 
Matt Meeker  
Katherine Wells Meighan 
Karen Quimlam Meili 
Jean Mellott 
Cynthia A. Mervis 
Zella L. Mervis 
Claire Madison Metcalfe 
Catherine W. Miller 
Denine M. Miller 
Leigh Anne Sexton Miller 
Lisa Williams Miller 
Pamela Sue Miller 
Sarah Miller 
M. Elizabeth Millette 
Richard G. Minor 
Barbara Lewis Mitchell 
Marta Lopez Moersen 
Amy B. Mollohan 
Dennis Moninghoff 
Ellen Petacque Montgomery 
Anne Poirson Moore 
Geoffrey Talbott Moore 
Julie Altizer Moore 
Bonnie and Charles Wickliffe Moorman 
Pamela Ann Morgan 
Elizabeth Morina 
Thomas E. Morris 
Carmelina S. Morrison 
Ken Morrison 
Ruth Elizabeth Morrison 
Kelly Morton 
Leigh Anne Mosby 
Trudy Shilling Moyles 
Amy Longnecker Muhlendorf 
Teresa M. Mulqueeny-Stern 
Amy Munson 
Christy Trotman Murray 
Pamela Murray 
Rhonda and H. A. Musser 
Dana C. Myskowski 
Elizabeth Anne-Marie Naum 
Christine Grim and Chris R. Neikirk 
David Adam Neiman 
Judith and Robert E. Neiman 
Eileen Nelson 
Patricia Murphy Neuberger 
Susan Newman 
Belle Blanchard and Blake T. Newton III 
Melody S. Nichols 
Carol Nickel 
Mr. and Mrs. David F. Nickel 
Henry V. Nickel 
Patton V. Nickell 
Karen L. Nickerson 
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Marie Insley Nicolo 
Kathryn L. Niewenhous 
Helen Beardsley Niles 
Robert C. Noel 
Kathleen D. Nolan 
Man L. Nordlinger 
Ann L. Nowak 
Aubrey Carter Nowell 
Lisa Maria Obregon 
Margaret B. O'Bryan 
Janet Shields O'Connell 
John Edward Odegaard 
Kamonya Kelly Omatete 
Patty Purish O'Neill 
Susan Beth Ormond 
Elizabeth K. Orye 
Mary Lynn Osborn 
Augusta Otey 
Donna B. Owens 
Harlean Scott Owens 
Ulku and Hasan Ozinal 
Nancy C. Padgett-Johnston 
Pete Paine 
Elizabeth Lewis PaLunar 
Mary Ann Palmer 
Yates Palmer 
Leslie Tray Pankey 
Trevor Pardee 
Holly Cobb Parker 
Blaine Parkerson 
Marty and Donald N. Patten 
Anne D. Paul 
Robert B. Paul 
Carol H. Payne 
J. Michael Payne 
Mary Ruth Payne 
David Blaise Pearson 
Shirley V. Pearson 
Susan B. Peet 
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Peiffer 
Lauraleigh Young Penney 
Cathy L. Penniston 
Laura Catherine and James F. Pereira 
Amanda Hooke Perez 
Hope Peritz 
Charles D. Pfleegor, Jr. 
Eleanor Snead Phillips 
Paula L. Phillips 
Taylor Joseph Phillips 
Donna Pironti 
Joseph B. Platt 
Susan Wright Pleasants 
Joyce Plyler 
Linda Poinsett 
Barbara Anne Poland 
Kelly Rohlwing Polich 
Susan P. Ferguson Pollaro 
Kathy T. and Jeffrey Genin Pond, Sr. 
Agneta Portanova 
Barbara Porter 
Rebecca D. Potter 
Deborah Taylor Powell 
Randolph Scott Powell 
Jim Presseller 
Tamara R. Pringle 
Gregory A. Presnell 
Rae Ann Puff 
Louise Bradshaw Pulley 
Lydia R. Pulley 
Charlotte H. Purkey 
Elizabeth McMullen Pusey 
Bryan N. Pychon 
John Corey Qua 
Rochelle Dawn Quiggle 
Sean Quigley 
John P. Quinn 
Jeremy C. Radwan 
Rohini Ralby 
Man B. Rashkind 
Paula Rattray 
Carol Ann Rauen 
Sharon Rausch 
Grace Raymond 
Sally Reavely 
Anne Regan 
Ruth Ryan and Donald Thomas Regan, Jr. 
David H. Reid 
Mary Ann Reid 
Kathryn English Reinhart 
Harriet Louise Renfrow 
Marion Kizer Renne 
President and Mrs. W. Taylor Reveley III 
Brian Revels 
Robert C. Ribble 
Tracy Marie Richards 
William M. Richardson 
Shell Rae Riddle 
Betsy Anne Riehl 
Allison Burling Riley 
Mary Cleeve Rittenhouse 
Patricia Seymour Ritz 
Shirley May Perry Robinson 
Diane Marie Robust() 
David J. Rogala 
Julie Rogers 
Molly Yeager Romano 
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Bernadette M. Ronca 
Kimberly K. Roos 
Steve Roque 
Robert M. Ross 
Brenda Ann Roston 
Vivianne Denise Roth 
Tiffany Mullinax Rounds 
Gail and Richard Rubin 
Emily Rudiger 
Casey Slone Russell 
Carolyn Testa Rye 
Andrew Rylyk 
Maureen Salmon 
John Lewis Salyers 
Marta Sanderson 
Peter Sandness 
Jean Miller Sando 
Timothy Jay Sanford 
Jody Newman Sarfan 
Leslie B. Sargis 
Laure Bigio Saunders 
Rosanne C. Saunders 
Vicky E. Saunders 
Greg Sawyers 
Nancy Mitloff Sayer 
Wynne Sbertoli 
Brenda Renshaw Scanelli 
Craig Schanning 
Kenneth M. Scheibel, Jr. 
Gerald Henry Schepker IV 
Patricia S. Scheumann 
Diann Katherine Schnell 
Heidi M. Schooner 
Stephen J. Schrader 
Beth Schroeder 
Janet Schulte 
Donald E. Scott 
Elizabeth Shumaker Scott 
Donald W. Seale 
David Edmond Sella-Villa 
Betty Sue Shane 
Leila Emmanuel Shansab 
Lisa B. Shapiro 
Faye F. Shealy 
Francine H. Shebell 
Elizabeth A. Sheets 
Beverley Beckwith and Edward Steven Shelesky 
Roxanne Harris Sheppard 
Tyler Sherwin 
Richard T. Shevlin 
Belita Mustain Short 
Tammy L. Short 
Robert Shrader, Jr.  
Suzanne Cheryl Shreves 
Julie A. Shubin 
Conrad M. Shumadine 
Jack Siegal 
Kathleen J. Siegel 
Lynn and William Simmons 
Sarah Kathryn Simmons 
Olinda Elliott and John M. Simon 
J. Scott Sims 
Joseph Sinniger 
Ned Thomas Skinner 
Katherine C. Smail 
Heather Smith 
Carolina Smith 
Margaret S. Smith 
Roger K. Smith 
Virginia Graef Smith 
Carol Smythers 
Stuart B. Snyder 
Jean Soberick 
John Scott Sokol 
Martin Sorkin 
Lorrie Andrew Spear 
Shawn Thomas Spear 
Karen Kay Speer 
Cheryl Young Sports 
Jim and Karen Jones Squires 
Sallie Ketcham Stabler 
Stephen Morton Stackhouse 
Kathleen Jane Staley 
Maxine Stampelos 
David Stanley 
Douglas Standriff 
Nelson Starr 
Shirley T. Starr 
Jonathan Stelter 
Lee Stevens 
Jody A. Stewart 
Marta Ruiz and James Thompson Stewart 
Martha Schilt Stewart 
Laura Simpkins Stock 
Joseph Nelson Stoker 
Marilynn Florio Stowe 
Steve Stromberg 
Elizabeth SecIcier Stuckey 
George Yuraka Sugiyama 
Dorothy Hynes Sullenberger 
Mary Christiano Sullivan 
President Emeritus and Mrs. Timothy]. Sullivan 
Michele M Sumilas 
Nancy Seaton Sundberg 
Suzanne Smith Sundburg 
Jodi Susser 
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Elaine Jones Swigart 
Leigh Mason Sykes 
Carol M. Tayloe 
Lynn Russell Taylor 
Lynne Taylor 
Paige Taylor 
Sally Lawson Taylor 
Veronica Tepe 
Richard D. Terlep 
Susan Quig Terry 
Brent Mason Thomas 
Dave Thomas 
Trish Thomas 
Larry James Thompson 
Virgil L. Thompson 
Pattie Tillotson 
Fred Tilton 
Joan Marie Tokarz 
Nancy Barben Tomes 
James Todd Toney 
Mr. and Mrs. Cliff Toraason 
Marshall J. Touponse 
Michael William Townsend 
Aileen Catherine Trainer 
Susie Trible 
Brigitte M. Trono 
Karen McCoy Tuozzolo 
Jacqueline R. Turner 
James M. Turner 
Emily Paige Uhre 
Lea and Curt Uhre 
Kathryn R. Urbonya and 
Davison M. Douglas 
Karen S. Vadner 
Judith Valdivielso 
Henry Lee Valentine 
William Warner Van Alstyne 
Randy Pearson Van Dam 
Brittney Hewitt Van Deusen 
Paul Veteri 
Nicoletta Villa-Sella 
Colonel Richard E. Walck 
Joann Goodman Waldrop 
Perrin Marie Walker 
Ann Callahan Walsh 
Nan E. Walsh 
Christine Riegle Walter 
Barbara P. Walton 
Ellen Allison Wandrei 
Alan J. Ward 
Steven Ward 
Jean M. Ward-Smith  
Reilly P. Warlick 
Rita A. Warner 
Anne Was 
Kari Watts 
Bryan A. Wayne 
Daniel William Webb 
Kathleen V. Weber 
David G. Weinman 
Jennifer Allen Weiss 
Kristen Krieger Weiss 
Mark Weisshaar 
Jaime Welch-Donahue and 
John F. Donahue 
Jane Dickerson Wellons 
Dolores P. Wells 
Kathryn Wesley 
Andre Wharton 
Betty Lou White 
Sarah White 
Lillie Laderberg Whitehurst 
Charlotte Whitesell 
Anne Whittaker 
Alexander Mark Wilhelm 
Peggy Welch Williams 
Shawn Reilly Williams 
Susan Williams 
Susanne Williams 
Susan Starr Williamson 
Marianna Leeds Willis 
Bradford P. Wilmarth 
Mrs. Hillsman V. Wilson 
Ellen O. Winthrop 
Lt. Kevin E. Wirth 
Kelly Samuels Wise 
Craig V. Witcher 
Dixie Davis Wolf 
Sally Wolfe 
Felice Jane Wolff 
Patricia Marie Buckley Wolthuis 
Janis Lee Wood 
Zuzana V. Woods 
Jacqueline S. Wooldridge 
Elizabeth N. Wright 
Leslee Ann Wright 
Tung-lin Wu 
Robert Yamauchi 
Benjamin Robinson Yenta 
Kerry Ellen Zahn 
Lucille B. Zaleski 
Lorri Jo Clark Zell 
Anne M. Zepkin 
Anne Zobel 
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CORPORATIONS, FOUNDATIONS, & LAW FIRMS 
Advantage Software 
Aegon 
ALCOA 
Altria 
American Express 
Arnold & Porter 
AT&T 
Atlanta Gas Light Company 
AudioScribe 
Bank of America Corporation 
BP Amoco 
Breit, Drescher & Imprevento, P.C. 
Brigham Young University 
Caterpillar Foundation 
Cavalier Reporting 
Christopher Wren Association 
Circuit City Foundation 
Gladys & Franklin Clark Foundation 
Chandler & Halasz 
Community Foundation 
Community Foundation of Tampa Bay, Inc. 
Con Edison 
Consumer Electronics Association 
Covington & Burling 
Darden Restaurants 
Deloitte & Touche 
Delta Air Lines Foundation 
Derrick Family Foundation 
Dominion Resources, Inc. 
D. T. Regan Charitable Foundation 
D-Tools 
Epiphan Systems Inc. 
Equifax Incorporated 
ergoGenesis 
Ernst & Young Foundation 
Exxon Mobil Foundation 
Federal National Mortgage Assn. 
Ferguson Enterprises, Inc. 
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund 
Friedman Billings Ramsey Charitable Foundation 
FIR 
General Electric Co. 
General Motors Corp. 
GlaxoSmithKline 
Anita B. Glover & Associates 
Gondelman Foundation 
Google Inc. 
Healthcare Strategy Institute, Inc. 
Herrmann Family Foundation 
HSBC - North America 
Hunton & Williams 
Internet Scoping School 
Johnson & Johnson Family of Companies 
Julius & Blanche Diener Foundation, Inc. 
Kaufman & Canoles 
Kimberly-Clark Foundation Inc. 
Kruchko & Fries 
LandAmerica Foundation 
Law School Admission Council 
LexisNexis 
Lockheed Martin Corporation 
Mallinckrodt Inc. 
Massachusetts Mutual Life Ins. 
Mayer, Brown, Rowe & Maw, LLP 
McGuire Woods LLP 
Meyer & Anna Prentis Family Foundation 
Microsoft Corporation 
National Court Reporters Association 
National Regulatory Conference 
National Verbatim Reporters Association 
NewMarket Corporation 
Norfolk Southern Corporation 
Northrop Grumman Foundation 
Patten Foundation 
Walter I. and Eva Grace Peak Foundation 
Fender & Coward, P.C. 
Pillsbury Winthrop 
Meyer & Anna Prentis Family Foundation 
James W. Perkins Memorial Trust 
PricewaterhouseCoopers 
Renaissance Charitable Foundation Inc. 
Sands, Anderson, Marks & Miller 
Shenandoah Life Insurance Co. 
Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom 
Sons and Daughters of the Colonial and 
Antebellum Bench and Bar 1565-1861 
Stanley Court Reporting Services 
State Farm Companies 
StenoCast 
Stenograph Corporation 
Stenovations 
Talk Technologies 
Texas Instruments, Inc. 
T3 Total Transcript Transfer 
Tidewater Jewish Foundation 
The Ukrop Foundation 
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United Technologies Corporation 
Vandeventer, Black, L.L.P. 
Vanguard Charitable Endowment 
Verizon Communications 
Virginia Career Institute 
Virginia Court Reporters Association 
Virginia Law Foundation 
Virginia Trial Lawyers Association 
Voice-Ed 
William & Mary Public Service Fund, Inc. 
Wabtec 
Wachovia Foundation 
Waldo & Lyle, P.C. 
Wells Fargo Bank 
Whirlpool Corporation 
Wiley, Rein & Fielding LLP 
Wilmer, Cutler, Pickering, Hale & Dorr LLP 
Zahn Court Reporters 
If we have omitted your name, misspelled it, or failed 
to place it in the proper category we apologize. Please 
let as know of our mistake so that we can correct it for future 
Statues of George Wythe, at right, W&M's — and the nation's — first professor of law, and his student. Chief Justice 
John Marshall, greet all who visit the Law School. The statues were the gift of Robert Friend Boyd B.A. 50, B.C.L. 
and Sara Miller Boyd '55. 
Photo by JW Donahue 
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